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Introduction 
 

 

 

This publication is intended to provide broad access to a remarkable monograph published in 

1932 by the Czechoslovakian space law pioneer Vladimir Mandl (1899-1940). The original 

publication in the German language became relatively rare after the Second World War 

(WWII) as a result of library and building losses during the war. Herein are included a 

biographical description of the life of Mandl (Chapter 1), a copy of the original 48 page 

monograph in German (Chapter 2), and a comprehensive translation of the monograph in 

English (Chapter 3). 

Very few serious jurisprudential writers would venture into an uncharted legal arena 

more than a quarter of a century before the engineering community could assemble the 

hardware necessary to function in that arena. Science fiction writers do this routinely, but 

lawyers tend to be more conservative. At some time prior to 1932, while practicing law, 

teaching law, and writing in a provincial capital in Czechoslovakia, a remarkably prescient, 

perspicacious young man, Vladimir Mandl, set forth his thoughts on legal implications of what 

a handful of other men were then known to be doing with rockets in different parts of the 

world. The first successful orbiting of a manmade artificial satellite was still 25 years in the 

future, to occur in October 1957. 

 Willy Ley, a co-founder of the early, non-governmental organizational and technical 

rocket development activities in Germany in the late 1920s and early 1930s,2 was a prolific 

writer and popularizer of the work of pioneers of astronautics. After fleeing Germany in the 

mid-1930s, Ley published his first book on rocketry in the English language in 1944, entitled 

ROCKETS: The Future of Travel beyond the Stratosphere.3 While in Germany in the late 

1920s, Ley was a contributing writer of the first German periodical about rocketry, Die Rakete, 

and it was through this activity that Ley was known to the Czechoslovakian lawyer and rocket 

enthusiast, Vladimir Mandl. Mandl was educated, in part, in Germany, and by 1931 he had 

joined the German Verein für Raumschiffahrt (VfR – Society for Spaceship Travel). Die 

Rakete, edited by Ley, was that society’s journal and members’ news magazine. 

 Having prepared a monograph on space law, Mandl was having difficulty locating a 

publisher who would put his name on such an avant-garde work dealing with men traveling to 

distant worlds, changing the entire nature of relationships between States and individuals, and 

having an enormous impact on the entire psychological nature of humanity, as well as changing 

the form and substance of much of the law known to humankind in the early 1930s. Willy Ley 

reported, years later, that Mandl had contacted him for help. 

 
2 See Winter, F. H., Prelude to the Space Age, The Rocket Societies: 1924-1940, Smithsonian Institution Press, 

Wash., DC, 1983, p. 35. 
3 Ley, W., ROCKETS: The Future of Travel Beyond the Stratosphere, The Viking Press, New York, 1944, 287 

pp. This work was revised and republished several times in the next quarter century; the latest edition 

being Rockets, Missiles, and Men in Space, The Viking Press, New York, 1968, 557 pp. 
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Sometime in 1931 a member of the VfR, Dr. Vladimir Mandl, who was a practicing lawyer 

in Pilsen (Czechoslovakia) sent me a manuscript on the legal aspects of space travel, 

requesting my help in getting it published. It was published in 1932 under the title Das 

Weltraum-Recht. Dr. Mandl’s study tried chiefly to show that existing legislation – he used 

the very strictly codified German law as the means of presenting his case – covered most 

of the foreseeable legal problems. But Dr. Mandl failed to establish a unified legal point of 

view.4 

 

We excuse Ley’s incorrect assessment of the Mandl monograph. We present the work in its 

entirety herein in German and in English for the reader’s study. It should be kept in mind that 

Willy Ley was neither a lawyer nor a student of law. Ley did report correctly that Mandl’s 

monograph was in two parts, dealing with the present (Part One) and the future (Part Two), 

but it is not justified to say that Mandl “tried chiefly to show that existing legislation […] 

covered most of the foreseeable legal problems”. On this point, the reader may form his or her 

own opinion, after reading the Mandl monograph contained in this work.  

 It is clearly not the case that Mandl only “used the very strictly codified German law as 

the means of presenting his case”, because, as the reader will see, in addition to references to 

German law, Mandl included references to British, French, Italian, Portuguese, Swiss, 

American and international law in his well-researched and well documented survey of the 

comparative qualities of existing law in a variety of special, relevant subject areas. After the 

tour of existing law in Part One of the monograph, Mandl releases his imagination and creativity 

to present his assessment of the needs for new law in the future, the substance of Part Two. But 

we need not speak for nor interpret what it was Vladimir Mandl wrote or meant to write. We 

include herein as accurate a translation as we believe is possible, without involving the original 

author.5 

 
4 Ley, W., Rockets, Missiles, and Men in Space (rev. ed.), Signet Books of the New American Library, Inc., New 

York, 1969 (paperbound) p. 547. 
5 Here, we devote a few words to the translation, and how it came about. Through the good offices of a German 

lawyer, writer and recognized expert in air and space law, Edmund Faller, the editor of this volume was 

provided access to a copy of Mandl’s original work, in German. Upon inquiry through attorneys in Bonn, 

I was informed that J. Bensheimer Verlag, the original publisher, apparently did not survive WWII and 

that there is no clear company successor. I searched and found a specially qualified translator, retired US 

Army Lt. Col. Lloyd E. Jones, Jr., who was capable of technical German language translations. Employed 

by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, he was knowledgeable about matters of 

spaceflight, and was willing to take on the translation of Mandl’s monograph under reasonable terms. 

Jones completed his first translation for me in 1978. Subsequently, the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) sponsored a translation of Mandl’s study, which was completed in 1984 by Leo 

Kanner Associates, Redwood City, California. See Mandl, V., Outer Space Law: A Problem of 

Astronautics, NASA TM-77760, a translation of Das Weltraum-Recht: Ein Problem der Raumfahrt, J. 

Bensheimer Verlag, Mannheim, Berlin, Leipzig, 1932, 48 pp.; translated from the German by Leo 

Kanner Associates, Redwood City, California, 94063. I provided the Kanner Associates translation to 

Jones with a note that there were both substantive and stylistic differences in his and the Kanner 

translations. I requested that he reconcile the differences, and he did. 

The Kanner Associates translation appears to have been done by a well-qualified literary translator with excellent 

grammatical awareness and a literal translation capability. Jones, on the other hand, brought a familiarity 

with the technical terminology and concepts that permitted less precise literalness to adapt traditional 

language uses to modern notions and terminology of astronautics and spaceflight. The Kanner translation 

becomes mired in literalness at places, where, occasionally it is difficult to discover the intended meaning 
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of certain passages. Jones worked diligently to reconcile the two translations. In many areas he adjusted 

his previous phrasing to more efficacious language suggested by the Kanner translation, and he clarified 

in a variety of places mistranslations of his own first effort and the Kanner translation, with the benefit 

of both translations for comparative guidance. Consequently, the translation that found its way into this 

book owes its existence to Lloyd E. Jones, Jr., and to Leo Kanner Associates. It is probably the best 

translation that could be made half a century after the author’s death. 
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Chapter 1.  The Life of Vladimir Mandl 
 

 

 

Before presenting the text of Mandl’s remarkable monograph, it is appropriate to review the 

life of this creative pedagogue and author in order to appreciate the knowledge, foresight, and 

courage this outstanding monograph must have required. A later countryman of Mandl’s, 

Vladimir Kopal, a former senior official of the United Nations, renowned writer and consultant 

on matters of space law and related international organizations, and a distinguished scholar 

and professor of international law in Prague, published an insightful survey of the life of 

Mandl.6 By permission of Professor Kopal, the following information is drawn, with modest 

editing, from a Kopal biography of Mandl. 

 

In the industrial city of western Czechoslovakia, Pilsen (Plzen), famous for its Skoda 

engineering enterprise and large breweries producing the famous Pilsner beer, Vladimir 

Mandl was born on 20 March 1899 and there lived the major part of his life. He became a 

pioneer in astronautics in Czechoslovakia and, in particular, author of the first monograph 

on legal problems of outer space flights. 

 The Mandls lived in Pilsen for generations. Vladimir’s father, Dr. Matous Mandl, 

was an attorney and his son, although an engineering enthusiast since his youth, decided to 

follow his father’s career. After studies at the Pilsner High School, Vladimir entered the 

Czech Faculty of Law, Charles University of Prague, where he graduated on 21 November 

1921, at the age of 22. Following graduation, he first practiced for a short time at a District 

Court in Prague and later in an attorney’s office. In March 1927 he opened his own law 

office in Pilsen. 

 While still a student, Vladimir Mandl developed a deep interest in legal theory, 

especially in private law. Between 1921 and 1926 he was a member of the seminar on civil 

law procedure directed by the distinguished Czech scholar Professor Václav Hora. In 1925 

Mandl submitted an interesting report on problems of evidence to the first Congress of 

Czechoslovak Lawyers. Later (1926), he wrote a monograph on Czechoslovak civil law 

regarding marriage. Finally, Mandl completed his specialization in civil law procedure by 

postgraduate studies at the University of Erlangen, in Germany, where he obtained a 

doctorate with his dissertation on the law of damages. 

 Having qualified for the bar with such excellent scholarship, Dr. Vladimir Mandl 

was free to dedicate his energy to actual legal problems created by industrial and 

technological developments of the 1920s and 1930s. First, he published a series of essays 

on the legal aspects of motor vehicles. These he amplified, in 1929, into a monograph on 

the subject. 

 Simultaneously, Mandl studied legal problems of aviation, which was developing 

rapidly in the years following the First World War. His enthusiasm for aviation was so great 

that he became a licensed pilot. The result of Mandl’s intensive work in this field was his 

 
6 The material in this section is drawn from Kopal, V., “Vladimir Mandl: Founding Writer on Space Law”, in 

Durant and James (eds.), First Steps Toward Space 87-90, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, 

DC,1974. [Edited and slightly expanded by permission of Vladimir Kopal, the original author.] 
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study on air law,7 the first systematic treatise on this new subject written in Czechoslovakia. 

Following a historical introduction, the author dealt with Czechoslovakian air regulations. 

The second part considered general problems of air law, such as liability arising from 

international air transport contracts, conflicts of aviation law, customs, and insurance 

against damage caused by aircraft. The final chapter dealt with air warfare. 

 Dr. Mandl submitted his book on air law as his advanced work in residence, hoping 

to gain a professorship at the Faculty of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Czech 

Technical University of Prague. Documents deposited in the Archives of the University of 

Prague demonstrate that Mandl fulfilled admirably the conditions required and that his 

scholarly work and knowledge were highly respected by the Accreditation Commission.8 

On 20 September 1932 the Czechoslovak Minister of Education confirmed the decision of 

the Board of Professors of the Faculty concerning the granting of venia docendi to Dr. 

Vladimir Mandl for the subject, Law of Industrial Enterprises.9 

 Although appointed for a different course, air law remained his concern, as 

witnessed by his study of the Paris Convention on the Regulation of Aerial Navigation and 

by the substantial article on parachutes which he published in 1935 in French.10 Beginning 

with the academic year, 1933–34, the course given by Prof. Vladimir Mandl on industrial 

law appears in the university curriculum, as it did in the year 1938–39. As is known, 

German troops occupied the whole of Czechoslovakia in March 1939, and in autumn of 

that year the Nazis closed all Czech universities. That also meant the end of Mandl’s 

university teaching. 

 During the last few years before German occupation, Professor Mandl participated 

in the search for documents and objects for the aeronautical collection of the National 

Technical Museum in Prague.11 For this purpose he visited the foremost foreign museums 

and reported on them in Czech journals. For example, in 1937 he visited the Frunze Air 

Museum in Moscow, and in the summer of 1938 the aviation collection of the Smithsonian 

Institution in Washington.12 He was also familiar with the aeronautical collections in Paris 

and Munich. 

 The loss of independence in 1939 interrupted the successful development of 

Czechoslovak aviation. Shortly before those events, Mandl concluded his article about the 

Smithsonian Museum by saying: “The glorious past and the promising present of 

Czechoslovak aviation will certainly be reflected in one of the best collections of the 

Czechoslovak Technical Museum”. Mandl thought about the Museum also during his 

 
7 Mandl, Letecké právo [Air Law] (Pilsen, 1928). 
8 In a report of the Accreditation Commission on Dr. Vladimir Mandl, dated 6 February 1930, the “significant 

juridical erudition of the author, great knowledge of literature, unusual diligence and devotion to 

scientific work” was stressed. In his accreditation colloquium, Dr. Mandl received the unanimous 

approval of the seven examiners, on 20 April 1930. On 30 April 1930, he delivered a test lecture before 

the Board of Professors on “Liability of Contractors for Damage”; and at a meeting of the Board, when 

a vote in regard to his appointment was taken among the 24 voting members, 23 votes were cast for and 

only one against Dr. Mandl. 
9 Decree of the Minister of Education 89212/31-IV/3, of 30 September 1932. 
10 Mandl, “Mezinárodní úmluva o úprave letectví ze dne 13.ríjna 1919” (Praha, 1932); Le Parachute, La révue 

générale de droit aérien, nos. 2, 3, 4, 1935 (reprint, Paris: Les Editions Internationales, 1935). 
11 In a letter dated 28 February 1939 and addressed to one of the main organizers of that collection, Ing. Karmazín, 

Mandl wrote with characteristic modesty: “I have followed the history of aviation since its beginning 

during my childhood, of course, only as an amateur, not a scientist. It will be a great pleasure for me to 

discuss with you this subject of our common concern”. In a series of letters Mandl offered original 

suggestions concerning the organization of the collection. 
12 “Aero-muzej im. M.V.Frunze v Moskve”, Letectví [Aviation], Praha, August 1937, p. 365; and “Aircraft 

Building ve Washingtone, U.S.A.”, Letec [Aviator], October-November 1938, p. 165. 
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“involuntary holidays” in the sanitarium in Ples when personal illness was added to the 

tragedy of his nation.13 

 His keen interest in aeronautics led Vladimir Mandl to think about the more 

advanced means of space transport. While the pioneers of astronautics tested their modest 

rockets, Mandl thought of them as instruments of navigation in space which would 

someday require new rules of law – space law. It was in this new field that he was able to 

apply creatively his broad knowledge, which went well beyond the usual limits of legal 

scholarship, and which made it possible for him to contribute to the technical aspects of 

rocketry as well. The results of his studies and thoughts in astronautics fall into two 

categories. 

 The first is found in his book, “The Problem of Interplanetary Transport”, which 

appeared in 1932 in Prague.14 His treatise opened with a brief survey of developments in 

astronautics, in which he described the work of Konstantin Ziolkovsky (USSR), Dr. Robert 

H. Goddard (USA), Dr. Franz von Hoefft (Austria), Professor Hermann Oberth (Germany), 

and others. In the second part he explained the basic principles of rocketry. The book 

concluded with his own drawing of a high-altitude rocket. Both solid and liquid propellants 

would have been used. Mandl received a Czechoslovakian patent on a solid rocket design.  

 In a second category, however, is the important work by which the name of Prof. 

Vladimir Mandl is recorded forever in the history of astronautics. It is contained in his 

monograph on The Law of Outer Space: a Problem of Space-flight, for which he finally 

found a publisher in 1932 in Germany.15 In this concise book Mandl placed before the 

reader many thoughts which have not lost their relevance despite the passage of time. 

 Attention should first be drawn to his concept of the law of outer space as an 

independent legal branch, based on specific instruments of spaceflight and governed by 

different principles than is the law of the sea or the law of the air. Although Mandl 

considered examples of other legal branches for analogies in special cases, he stressed the 

need for specific regulation of legal problems of astronautics. The first part of his 

monograph treats selected problems of extant civil law, criminal law, and international law 

concerning outer space. 

 Still more interesting is the second part of the study, “The Future”. It is not science-

fiction, but a set of serious predictions [some of] which have become reality. For example, 

Mandl opposed the usual idea of sovereignty as applied to space without limits and asserted 

that sovereignty of States govern only the adjacent atmospheric space. Beyond the “Earth 

coastal spaces” a vast area begins which is “free of the jurisdiction of any earthly State, 

coelum liberum”.16 

 The concluding part of Mandl’s analysis is preceded by his prediction of a 

surprising new progress in physics, chemistry, and engineering that would correspond to a 

similar epoch of the 19th century – in fact, a vision of the scientific and technical revolution 

of our times. Moreover, as a consequence of the penetration by men into outer space, Mandl 

predicted a substantial change in relations between the State and its nationals which would 

not be based on State domination, so that both State and its nationals would become equal 

subjects. According to Mandl, territory would lose its importance as one of the basic 

dimensions of each State, and new communities based exclusively on personal adherence 

 
13 “Let us hope to see as soon as possible the accomplishment of your life work – the Air Museum”, wrote Dr. 

Mandl in a brief, handwritten letter to Ing. Karmazín dated 22 September 1940, only a few months before 

his death. 
14 “Problém Mezihvezdné Dopravy” (Prague, 1932), 100 pp. 
15 Das Weltraum-Recht: Ein Problem der Raumfahrt, Mannheim, Berlin, Leipzig: J. Bensheimer, 1932, 48 pp. 
16 Idem, p. 33. 
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would emerge. People would retain such new nationality when going to outer space and 

other planets. 

 Finally, according to Mandl, space law would become a new set of norms which 

will be “a manifestation different in substance from contemporary jurisprudence”.17 

 Vladimir Mandl died on 8 January 1941 at the age of 41 and was buried on 13 

January 1941 at the Central Cemetery in Pilsen. 

 Prof. Dr. Vladimir Mandl is recognized by the community of space lawyers as the 

founding writer in this new branch of law who embodied some of the characteristic features 

of the people from a small country in the heart of Europe, Czechoslovakia. Its best creative 

men, whether scientists, philosophers, or artists, always blend into their ideas the particular 

interests of their own nation in progress and freedom with the dreams and concerns of all 

of mankind. 

 

 

* * * 

 

 
17 Idem, p. 48. In the 1930s Mandl was also interested in some more general problems of economics, science and 

philosophy. He explained his economic views in the following studies: Technokracie, hospodársky 

systém budoucnosti? [Technocracy – Economic System of the Future?] (Prague, 1934); Prírodovední 

národohospodárská teorie [Scientific Economic Theory] (Prague, 1936); Stát a védecká organizace 

práce [State and Scientific Management] (Pilsen, 1937). From among his other writings the following 

studies should be mentioned: “Vĕdecká metoda Einsteinova relativismu” [Scientific Method of Einstein's 

Relativism] in Ceská mysl, časpois filosofický [Czech Thought, a Philosophical Journal] (Prague, 1935), 

vol. 31, no. 3-4; Přičinná teorie právni [Causal Theory of Law] (Prague, 1938); and Válka a mir [War 

and Peace] (Prague, 1938). 
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Chapter 2.  The Original Monograph 
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Chapter 3.  Translation of the Monograph 
 

 

 

The original monograph may have been known to but was not quoted by European legal writers 

before 1950. Many non-Europeans remain unaware of its existence, even today, and are unable to 

acquire a copy of the work for study, because of the limited number of originally published 

copies (believed to be 400). Mandl’s study is the seminal work on space law, not only in the 

German language, but in all of western literature. No other author prior to WWII approached the 

topic with such vision, scope and depth. Mandl’s study is a jurisprudential lode of inestimable 

value. Its scope and thoroughness indicate the scope and capacity of the intellect of its author, 

and provide a memorable example of how much a creative imagination can accomplish when it is 

set free to explore concepts and ideas. 

 Of interest to both students and practitioners of modern space law, the thought processes, 

rationalizations, and the associations of ideas used and displayed by Mandl throughout his study 

suggest approaches that may prove helpful, not only in formulating and arguing research work, 

but also in formulating and arguing approaches to real-world problem solving. 

 Mandl’s original German monograph was produced with no footnotes, but with terse 

references included in the text, often in parenthetical form. The form of the original text is left 

intact. For this translated publication, the editor has amplified the original text by adding as 

footnotes translated texts of the German laws referred to by Mandl, so that an interested student 

can see texts of some sources Mandl used to express his concepts of space law. 

 Pagination of Mandl’s original German text is shown in square brackets […] at the end of 

the approximate first line of text on the indicated page. In the original German, the monograph 

contained 48 pages. Rarely will a reader find in so few pages so many startling and lucid 

thoughts about a subject that is yet to be developed by the scientists and engineers of succeeding 

decades. Vladimir Mandl’s work is the more remarkable when one considers the scientific and 

engineering environment prevailing when the original manuscript was being prepared in about 

1930-31.  
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Dedicated to my father 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Original Dedication Translated] 
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Part One  [1]2 

 

The Present 

 

 

I.  Introduction 

 

If we say that one has carefully considered a matter, this means not only that one has carried out 

the preliminaries, but also, more importantly, has worked it completely through. Now by the 

same token, everything which is encompassed in my world of ideas becomes part of my 

experience; it has reality whether it is solely and exclusively a mental image or additionally has a 

counterpart in the external world; this similarity of all perceptions that impinge on us, whether 

originated by some external stimulus or not, and regardless of whether this external stimulus 

proceeds from the sense of sight, hearing, or touch, it still finds its reflection in the language in 

expressions of our mental existence. Now the language has no special forms for the abstract as 

contrasted with the concrete, whereas it does, for example, differentiate the material of 

perception, that is the noun, from its condition, that is the predicate. Through thought, man gains 

mastery over any material object as surely as by contact with it, by setting foot on it, or by 

outright seizure. To have thought something through is to some extent to have done it; both are 

forms of mastery of the natural world; between the two there exists only a quantitative 

difference. If something is thoroughly thought through, the first step has been more than taken to 

its actual execution. 

 Now when so many outstanding thinkers have taken in hand the problems of spaceflight, 

when the possibilities of spaceflight have been discussed in numerous publications, and exact 

calculations of flight paths and times have been drawn up, just so, each problem has already been 

partially solved – already overcome – men will really travel through outer space; there only 

remains quantitatively to escalate the solutions already on hand to that level which is generally 

associated with the notion of real existence – of a closer reality. Thus, space [2] missions already 

exist in the sense that the feasibility of overcoming the immense distances between heavenly 

bodies has been carefully studied and worked through, so no one will think it premature if we, in 

this paper, look into the handling of legal questions in spaceflight. 

 Spaceflight also produces an additional reality in that associations have been founded – 

“the Society for Spaceship Travel” in Breslau,3 “The Scientific Society for High Altitude 

Research”4 in Vienna – which are collecting funds for spaceflight tests and in other ways plan to 

 
2 Bracketed [ ] numerals indicate the top of pages in the original German text. 
3 Winter, F. H., Prelude to the Space Age, The Rocket Societies: 1924-1940, Smithsonian Press, Wash., DC, 1983, 

details the times, the people and the places where early organizational efforts led to collaborative research 

and experimentation on the early development of rocketry. The story of the Verein für Raumschiffahrt 

(VfR) in Germany is above at pp. 35-54. Vladimir Mandl was a member of the VfR. 
4 Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft für Höhenforschung; see Winter, op. cit. note 20; his description of the Austrian 

organizational efforts is at 30-33. 
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contribute to the promotion of spaceflight. For quite a while a specialist periodical, “The 

Rocket”,5 has been publishing, and a wide variety of pertinent literature, both scientific and 

fictional, is already available. Spaceflight activity is reaching a critical point in that progress is 

being made from theoretical discussion to preparation for actual execution, and from these 

preparations, finally, on to test using spaceflight equipment. All this activity, which is real in the 

narrowest sense of the word, has in view the creation of a new means of transport, along with a 

new professional field and a new approach. Now, as new objectives emerge here, new activities 

for the legal profession will simultaneously be determined teleologically in conformance with 

these objectives, so that a variety of unresolved legal questions already arises before the first 

space mission has ever taken place – questions which are pertinent solely to spaceflight. 

 The term “outer space” represents the sum of all spatial areas which are accessible in any 

way to our imagination, in which, for the most part, our world – the narrower scene of our bodily 

existence is not much included. The world means all conceivable, and at the same time, 

“inhabited” space; while outer space, on the other hand, means that area which until now could 

only be entered through the imagination of man. The properties of this outer space – its extent, 

content, temperature, and the like, must be determined for all problems of spaceflight, just as the 

properties of the ocean are determinative for ocean travel and those of the air for aeronautics. For 

this reason we may construct a law of outer space alongside maritime and air law. 

 Just as maritime and air law both contain those spatial regulations which, within the [3] 

various branches of general basic terrestrial law, are necessary so that man can venture out 

beyond the boundaries of the dry land – his natural environment – so we assemble under the 

above title “the law of outer space”, the settlement of all legal questions which have arisen or 

will arise in the future as a result of the conquest of space. This begins from the first efforts and 

tests toward this objective and lasts through to the complete mastery of all newly occupied areas 

of space. We have preferred this expression to the simple “space law” (droit de l'espace) as well 

as the “law of the ether” (droite éthéré of Laude in Revue jur. inter. de la loc. aér. 1910 p. 18),6 

since the latter expression seemed to us less accurate on account of the doubtful existence of the 

ether, the former on account of its ambiguity. In the absence of any special regulations, legal 

questions in the area of spaceflight today must be disposed of under existing general rules. Only 

later, when a special set of legal rules is promulgated, will the standards of the law of outer space 

be compiled from the standpoint of a legislative history (i.e., retrospectively), from the 

standpoint of legislative formulation (since it is expected that special laws will be passed), and 

finally from the standpoint of logic (seeing that the problems to be dealt with are special ones). 

This compilation will constitute a unity – a separate branch of law and a separate legal discipline. 
 

5 Die Rakete, subtitled the Zeitschrift für Raumschiffahrt (Journal for Spaceship Travel) was the membership journal 

of the VfR from 1927 to December 1929. 
6 Emil Laude was an attorney to the Court of Appeals in Brussels, Belgium. His 1910 paper is the first known 

writing to address the need for a body of law and terminology to deal with flights by humanity above the 

atmosphere. After examining alternative phrases, Laude concluded: “The term Law of Space will thus be 

the generic term; the Law of Space will be to Aerial Law as Private Law is to Civil Law and Commercial 

Law”. Laude, E., “Questions Pratiques”, I Revue Juridique Internationale de Locomotion Aérienne 16, 18 

Paris (1910). 
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As in the cases of maritime law, air law, commercial law, etc., the law of outer space will surely 

be put together from portions of existing branches of the law – public and private, and then in 

due course will be subdivided into the legal relationships peculiar to outer space itself (e.g., 

property, sovereignty), to spacefarers and to space vehicles with their auxiliary equipment, and to 

spaceflights (as for example, traffic control).  

 The technology of spaceflight, compared to that of aeronautics, is entirely unique within 

its particular methodologies and objectives. Spaceflight begins where flight in the atmosphere 

leaves off; the atmosphere, the basis of flight, is an adverse limiting element for spaceflight, at 

best, only a landing and takeoff location. As is known, there is no lack of schemes for the 

delivery of a space vehicle to the highest possible altitude, i.e., into the [4] thinnest layers of 

atmosphere, using various auxiliary equipment such as lighter-than-air aircraft, booster rockets 

and the like, before putting its own propulsion system into operation, and then to start the 

spaceflight itself only when in the outer reaches of the Earth’s atmosphere. Such plans throw into 

sharp focus the contrast between air space and outer space, and, hence, also between aerial flight 

and spaceflight. Accordingly, the objectives of spaceflight lie outside the regime of aerial flight. 

Taking into account these special problems of spaceflight, we will demonstrate the independent 

nature of the law of outer space, even as contrasted with air law (although, at the moment, one 

must begin to a certain extent from the rules of air law). 

 

 

II.  The Terminology – Guidelines of Legal Judgment  [4] 

 

We have already tried to define outer space – the determinative element in all spaceflight 

questions – as that space which is marked on the outside by the boundaries of all possible human 

imagination and on the inside by those boundaries beyond which man believes that current 

transport systems cannot operate. The technical terms “spacecraft”, “spaceflight”, “spacefarer” 

and the like, have indeed incorporated the word “space” in a heretofore strange connotation 

“outer space”, i.e., the “cosmos”, but in such a way that these expressions are generally 

understood in their correct sense. However, in denoting the corresponding branch of law, we will 

adhere to the more precise “outer space” in order to have the subject of travels in outer space 

stand out clearly in contrast to the other legal “space” problems, e.g., those of aeronautics, of 

broadcasting,7 or any other “laws of space”. In this connection, it may, for example, be recalled 

that even at the time when the words “airship”, “air travel” etc., unambiguously appeared, the 

term “air law” meant only the legal relationship of the air as a material – a thing – together with 

property, ownership, etc. (Jurisch, Fundamentals of Air Law, 1897).  

 From the legal standpoint, we want to consider as a “space vehicle”, “spaceflight 

vehicle”, or “space ship” every device which according to its configuration is obviously intended 

for spaceflight, i.e., flight through outer space. Thus, in such a device there must be incorporated 

 
7 Mandl is here referring to the need for international regulation of the use of radio, not simply to “broadcasting”, as 

that term is understood today. 
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a purpose on the part of the creator to penetrate outer space, and this purpose must be obvious, 

that is to say, the purpose must be apparent in the type and character of the vehicle itself. If 

someone were to build an ordinary airplane and cherish the pious wish that the contraption might 

ascend to the planets, the device would certainly not, as the result of [5] this wish, be changed 

into a space vehicle in the meaning of the law of outer space, because the purpose of spaceflight 

in no way shows in the configuration of the device. The content of this legal concept is made up 

of the recognition of purpose. Juridically, for example, every article is considered a weapon 

which serves for offense or defense, even though the article considered from the natural science 

standpoint would be considered quite harmless – such as a stone, a billet of wood, etc.; as soon 

as one has decided to use a stone or a block of wood for attack or defense, then immediately one 

has made a weapon in the legal sense (e.g., in the sense of Secs. 123, 243, No. 5, and 250, No. 1 

of the Penal Code),8 assuming that the properties of the article – hardness, size, etc. – basically 

allow it to be perceived as a weapon. To the technician, the rocket powered space vehicle, rocket 

aircraft, rocket boats, rocket automobiles, and Congreve-type military rockets are closely related; 

to the lawyer, these are inherently different things. He would identify a rocket space vehicle 

much more with a projectile out of Jules Verne’s moon cannon, because of their identical use as 

space vehicles. The chief question for the technician, as to whether or not the vehicle is really 

capable of a space journey, is not the decisive one for the juridical way of thinking. Even if the 

thing doesn’t rise a centimeter above the Earth, it still counts as a legal spacecraft as long as its 

configuration points to that objective – that is to a destiny of space travel as that term is 

commonly understood. Whether a device is manned or unmanned makes absolutely no 

difference. 

 In the case of a so-called staged rocket – that is a space vehicle which is made up of 

several rockets in such a way that only one of them (the core) is destined for spaceflight, only 

this main rocket counts as an independent spacecraft. The remaining auxiliary or booster rockets 

(e.g., Ziolkovsky’s launching rocket, or the alcohol and auxiliary rockets of Oberth’s Model B)9 

are only detached components, like jettisonable balloon ballast. On the other hand, dirigibles 

with which the same Prof. Oberth wants to lift his rockets to 5500 meters altitude before their 

 
8 Strafgesetzbuch, [Penal Code] Sec. 123 refers to unlawful entry by “an armed person”, Sec. 243, no. 5 refers to a 

thief or one who participates in a theft who “carries a weapon”, and Sec. 250, no. 1 refers to a robber or a 

participant in a robbery who “carries a weapon during the commitment of the act”. 
9 The interested reader may find survey histories describing the early personalities and experiments of rocketry in 

most libraries; see for examples Haley, A. G., Rocketry and Space Exploration, Van Nostrand, New York, 

1958, containing interesting early photographic materials but with minor factual errors in the text; Ley, W., 

Rockets, Missiles, and Space Travel, rev. ed., Viking Press, New York, 1958; or Ley, W., Rockets, Missiles, 

and Men in Space, Signet Books of the New American Library, paperbound, New York, 1968, which are 

excellent surveys, much of the early years of which are described in the first person by Ley, a participant in 

early German developments; and W. Von Braun, F. I. Ordway, III and Dave Dooling, Space Travel, A 

History: An Update of History of Rocketry & Space Travel, Harper & Row, New York, 1966, 1969, 1975; 

4th ed. 1985. Von Braun also was an early German experimenter/developer of rockets, as well as a 

prominent contributor to US space programs. 
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launching, are independent with respect to the rocket – since they are steerable, manned, and can 

be used for other purposes, such that they must be judged to be independent aircraft.10 

   For the purpose of legal terminology, the designation “space vehicle” (Raumfahrzeug), [6] 

and “spaceflight vehicle” (Raumflugzeug) are preferred to the term “spaceship” (Raumschiff).  The 

word “ship” always refers to larger dimensions (such as a sailing ship of an airship) so that this 

name would be hardly applicable, for example, to a small, unmanned space rocket. The terms 

“vehicle” (Fahrzeug), or “aircraft” (Flugzeug) are remote from any relationship to size. In this 

connection, it should be noted the “travel” (fahren) and “fly” (fliegen) serve very well to signify 

motion in outer space, since “travel” in general expresses every motion (to the extent, of course, 

that a special expression has not been adopted for a particular type of movement as, for example, 

in the case of “walk”), and “fly”, although originally it signified progress using wings (early 

German root pleugh, plugh, Latin pluma = feathers), today expresses any rapid or sudden 

movement (see Grimm, Deutsches Wörterbuch; Kluge, Etymologisches Wörterbuch der deutschen 

Sprache; Paul, Deutsches Wörterbuch and others). 

 At present, no special legislation exists; that is, today there is no group of rules which has 

as its exclusive subject legal relationships in spaceflight. Thus, in order to resolve those 

spaceflight legal questions which have already arisen and to do it in conformity with the present 

state of legislation, one must first examine whether one can perhaps come up with any field of law 

at all which would be applicable immediately here – that is without any recourse to analogy – 

whether, then, the context of any existing laws could be applied to the circumstances of 

spaceflight. We are dealing here with a new type of transportation and from the legal provisions 

concerning different means of transportation neither those of motor vehicle law nor of maritime 

law obviously come into consideration and only the law of the air remains. The notion that one 

could directly apply the aeronautics arrangements in toto to spaceflight is an intriguing one. 

  There could be no doubt that devices are subject to existing rules in air law only if they 

are intended solely and alone for movement in the air, that is in the atmosphere of the Earth, and 

are appropriately configured. Thus, the German Act of 1 August 1922 speaks of air traffic, of air 

travelers, and particularly throughout of aircraft, which, under terms of [7] Sec. 1, Para. 211 are 

“devices intended for movement within air space” [“für Bewegung im Luftraum bestimmte 

Geräte”]. The French Air Traffic Act of 31 May 1924 indeed defined “aircraft” (aeronef) as 

“apparatus capable of ascending into and moving about in the air”, but certainly in this case also 

the objective – not the capability – of movement in the air must be considered as decisive (earlier 

etymology: aer (Greek) = the air, nef (old French) = ship) [“les appareils capables de s’élever ou 

de circuler dans les airs”]. According to the Italian law of 11 January 1925, the term “aircraft” 

(aeromobile) refers to a contrivance which “is intended to carry objects and persons using static 

 
10 Hermann Oberth was among the earliest writers to define the mathematics, fuels, materials and techniques 

required for successful rocket flight. See Oberth, H., Die Rakete zu den Planetenräumen [The Rocket Into 

Planetary Spaces], R. Oldenbourg, Munich, 1923 and Wege zur Raumschiffahrt [The Way to Spaceship 

Travel], R. Oldenbourg, Munich, 1929, being a major revision and expansion of the 1923 work. 
11 Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 1, para. 2 reads: “Aircraft in the sense of this law are air-ships, 

aircraft, balloons, kites and similar craft intended for movement in the airspace”. 
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or dynamic support of the air” (Article 1, Para. 1) [“utilizzando il sostentamento static o quello 

dinamico dell’ aria, sia atto a trasportare cose e persone”]. And the American Air Commerce 

Act of 1926 defines, under Sec. 9c “The term aircraft means any contrivance […] used or 

designed for navigation of, or flight in, the air”. Of course, enumerations of certain types of air 

vehicles which one is accustomed to list here and there in air laws (e.g., in the German Air 

Commerce Act, Sec. 1, Para. 212 “airship, aircraft, balloon, kite”) are only exemplary and not 

exhaustive so that it would not stand in the way of the application of the law if the device in 

question were not brought out in the enumeration; so, for example, rocket vehicles or sounding 

rockets for the upper layers of Earth’s atmosphere (Project von Hoefft RH-I)13 must be adjudged 

under the legislation for the law of the air. Of course, the air rule always applies directly only to 

those vehicles, the operational regime of which is preordained to be restricted to the layers of the 

atmosphere. 

  Now if the wording of the law of the air is not at all appropriate for spaceflight, then it 

becomes at once clear that the rest of the problems of spaceflight in their entirety cannot be 

accommodated in any existing branch of law and that at this time no law addresses legal 

questions of flight in space. Not even the most extensive exegesis of current sets of laws leads to 

the desired goal – a legal rule of spaceflight, so that we must take refuge in analogy. 

  Our job would be made a great deal easier if, among the objects of contemporary law, we 

might discover an item which was similar enough to a spacecraft that one could say straight out 

that what applies to this item might be generally extended to spaceflight by analogy; 

unfortunately, spaceflight is a particularly arcane type of activity and deviates to such an [8] 

extent from what we have previously known that it does not allow us to find anything among 

heretofore legally governed objects which shows sufficient similarity to the circumstances of 

spaceflight, so that all the legal determinants which apply to such a regulated object may be 

extended wholesale to spaceflight by general analogy. Nowhere near all of the guidelines in air 

commerce legislation apply with respect to spaceflight since many particulars in the latter 

demand special treatment, and despite their undisputed kinship, atmospheric flight and 

spaceflight differ from one another such that it would not fit the intent of the legislature at all if 

one, using general analogy, where everywhere in the text of the law to understand “spacecraft” 

wherever “aircraft” appears. 

  If no general analogy exists, we are in the long run compelled to resolve separately in 

itself each individual legal question coming up for decision which concerns a circumstance 

connected with spaceflight, so that we must seek out some similar situation among the available 

legal facts and use the legal ruling in each of these circumstances per argumentum a simili sive a 

contrario.14 Special analogy – the analogy of individual rulings – applies only if it fits and not to 

 
12 See note 10. 
13 Franz von Hoefft was an early Austrian rocket enthusiast, founder and first president of the local rocket society in 

Vienna, who offered proposals for the use of rockets for mail delivery over considerable distances. See the 

text accompanying footnote 5, above. Von Hoefft mail delivery rockets flew ballistic trajectories in the 

atmosphere.  
14 Through argument of the similarity or of the contrary (dissimilarity). 
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entire laws or branches of the law. Since in pursuing aerial flight there quite frequently arise 

circumstances which are equivalent to those of spaceflight, we then are faced immediately with 

many principles from air law where we can use special analogy, even though we have already 

declared general analogy transference from air law to space law to be inadmissible, and we can 

start from these principles of air law to come to individual conclusions by analogy. Of course, 

our analogy will also often have to be based on other branches of law beyond air law. 

 

 

III.  The Civil Law  [8] 

 

Can a landowner forbid a departing spacecraft to use the air space above his property, or does the 

privilege of innocent passage which has been granted to aircraft under Sec. 1, Para. 1 of the Air 

Commerce Act15 also apply, as an analog, to spacecraft? This question should be answered in 

this sense – that a spacefarer can really only plead Sec. 905, Item 2, BGB16 [9] (“The owner, 

however, cannot forbid actions which are undertaken at an altitude or at a depth such that he has 

no interest in excluding them”). But in the interpretation of this passage in the law, the generally 

valid basic principle of misuse of rights must be observed; that is, each man may exercise any 

right only to the extent that a reasonable grounds exists for its exercise and not alone in order to 

make difficulties for someone else. This basic principle already enters into practice with respect 

to air ownership under the immediately following Sec. 906 BGB,17 in connection with which, in 

addition, Sec. 12 of the Telegraph Right-of-Way Law of 18 December 189918 should also be 

 
15 Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 1, para. 1 reads: “The use of airspace is free, in so far as it is not 

limited by this law and the stipulations defined herein for its execution”.  
16 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 905 reads: “The right of a property owner extends into the space above 

the surface and inside the Earth below the surface. The owner, however, cannot forbid actions which are 

undertaken at an altitude or at a depth such that he has no interest in excluding them”. 
17 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 906 reads: “The owner of a piece of real property cannot prohibit the 

introduction of gases, vapors, smells, smoke, soot, heat, noise, vibration and other interferences from 

another piece of real property as long as the usage of his property is not or is only insignificantly impeded 

through the interference or usages of the other property which are common for the local circumstances of 

real property in this neighborhood”. 
18 Telegraphenwege Gesetz [Telegraph Right-of-Way Law] Sec. 12 reads: “The telegraph company is permitted to 

string telegraph lines through the airspace above real property, which are not traffic routes in the sense of 

this law, as long as the usage of the real property considering the circumstances at the time of system 

installation is not impeded. If such an impedance occurs later, the telegraph company must remove the lines 

at its own expense.  

“Impedances of the usage of real property, which are by nature only temporary, do not prevent the stringing of 

telegraph lines through the airspace, however, the resulting cost of damage is to be reimbursed. Also, 

reimbursement must be made for any cost of damages to the real property and its improvements which 

occur as a result of the stringing of telegraph lines. 

“The employees and authorized personnel of the telegraph company who can identify themselves as such are 

allowed to enter the real property and its buildings and roofs with the exception of locked living quarters 

during daytime hours after prior written notice is given stating the purpose of required work on the 

telegraph lines, especially for the prevention and removal of problems. Resulting costs of damages are to be 

reimbursed.” 
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referred to. Interest in excluding the use of airspace is not present within the meaning of the 

second sentence of Sec. 905, BGB,19 if, for example, there is only a remote danger that some 

parts or other will come off the spacecraft and damage the landowner, or if the nuisances of 

smoke, odor or noise are essentially trivial. In those areas where a lively air traffic occurs, one 

can regard the sole pertinent yardstick of how large an influence an owner has to put up with 

from spacecraft to be that effect which the permissible flight of aircraft already gives rise to for 

the landowner, the dangers of such over flight and related nuisances. For, when a property is 

harassed or threatened by air traffic anyway under Sec. 1, Para. 1 of the Air Commerce Act,20 the 

owner has no interest in forbidding spaceflight to the extent that the usual disturbance is not 

greatly increased thereby. On the other hand, if the property is located remote from any airway, 

then under certain conditions the owner would be entitled to forbid even actions which do not 

exceed the standard allowed for aircraft over flight because, as already mentioned, Sec. 1, Para.1 

of the Air Commerce Act21 does apply to the benefit of spaceflight. 

  In a similar manner to Sec. 905 BGB,22 for example, Article 667 of the Swiss Civil Code 

and Article 2288 of the Portuguese Civil Code limit the sovereignty of the landowner above his 

property to a positive showing of his interest. On the other hand, there are statute books where – 

at least according to the wording – the Roman principle “Qui dominus est soli, dominus est coeli 

et inferorum”23 remains preserved in full force as, for example, in [10] Article 552 of the French 

Civil Code or in Article 440 of the Italian Civil Code. But even here, according to prevailing 

opinion, the effective right of the owner does not reach beyond his interest (despite the statement 

in Article 19 of the French Law of Air Commerce of 31 May 1924)24 see Colin-Capitant, Cours 

élémentaire de droit civil français, 4th ed., Vol. 1, p. 722), so that the landowner would not be 

empowered to forbid the spacefarer innocent passage through his air space. The further removed 

from the Earth’s surface the air space is located, the less is the capacity of the landowner to make 

use of it and the less is the effect wrought on the ground from that altitude by smoke, smell, or 

noise levels; in this way one reaches even before one has left the blanket of the Earth’s 

atmosphere, a zone which is free of interest on the part of the owner of the subjacent surface and, 

therefore, under civil law remains open to all for any desired use.  

  Let us say a spacecraft (its crash, explosion, etc.) causes corporal or property damage to a 

third person (that is anyone who has nothing to do with the spaceflight undertaking) – under 

 
19 See text at note 33. 
20 See text at note 32. 
21 Ibidem. 
22 Ibidem. 
23 Who is the master of the soil, is master of the sky and of the depths. Also expressed in Latin as cujus est solum, 

ejus est usque ad coelum et ad inferos; meaning “Whose is the soil, his also it is to the heavens and to the 

depths”. See the final sentence on page 9 of the original German text. 
24 This was likely the precursor to the language of Art. 18 of the French Code of Civil and Commercial Aviation of 

November 30, 1955, which reads: “The right of an aircraft to fly over private property shall not be 

exercised in a manner incompatible with the right of the proprietor”. See Decree No. 55-1590 of November 

30, 1955 concerning codification of the laws concerning civil and commercial aviation, published in the 

Journal officiel de la République Française, Dec. 6, 1955, p. 11815. 
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what conditions is this damage indemnified and who is responsible to do so? In case the damage 

arises within any kind of a contractual relationship (for example the aggrieved party has an 

accident during the carrying out near the spaceship of an assigned duty for which he has 

contracted, or the damage occurs to persons or property which are participating in the flight 

based on a transportation contract, etc.) then we are dealing with regular contractual damage 

liability. When we are dealing with non-contractual damage (for example, persons not associated 

with the project are injured at the launch or landing sites, or property which is unconnected with 

the spaceflight is damaged), then the question arises as to whether, in this case, responsibility is 

fixed only under the principles of liability-with-fault (Sec. 823 BGB)25 or, beyond this, is also 

fixed for no-fault damage. Frequently, the view has been defended that liability for no-fault 

damage is a special determination which always only applies to cases enumerated in the law and 

does not allow any analogous extension; liability for [11] damage with fault is the rule (as in von 

Tuhr, General Section of the German Civil Law, Vol. I, p. 43). Since liability for damages 

without someone’s being at fault is not placed on the spacefarer by any law, his situation is very 

agreeable compared to that of the automobile or aircraft owner, or of the railroad operator; he 

could quietly wait until an aggrieved party could prove him at fault in some way which would 

surely be a probatio diabolica26 in view of the novelty of the subject (i.e., spaceflight), the 

restricted familiarity with it on the part of the public and of the courts, and the unexpected nature 

of the occurrence of any damage. 

  However, since that time when Ihering ventured, with certain justification, to declare 

“Without fault, no indemnity” (1867, see The Fault Factor in Roman Civil Law, p. 50), the 

principle of fault in the law of indemnification has been reached in so many legal determinations 

that no-fault liability is no longer an exception, and we could now venture to state that this type 

of liability is the leading one in the area of transportation law. In land, ocean and air commerce, 

particularly where one uses motorized power plants, the obligation to indemnify is usually 

assigned irrespective of fault. A spacecraft is a means of transport and the performance that one 

requires from it makes it necessary to propel it with motive power (machine power within the 

meaning of Sec.1, Para 2, Motor Vehicle Act).27 In this connection we understand under the term 

motive power propulsion that mode of locomotion in which natural forces are indeed employed, 

but not directly, as in the case of human or animal transport or a sailing vessel, but by the 

provision of special devices which make possible the release and suitable application of the 

natural forces. A reaction motor (a rocket motor) is a machine of this type and there exists no 

project for motionless spacecraft, apart from the offspring of authors’ fantasies, for which we 

 
25 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 823 reads: “Whoever intentionally or carelessly unlawfully violates 

the life, the body, the health, the freedom, the property, or other right of another person is obligated to 

reimburse that person for the replacement cost of consequential damage. 

“The same obligation is imposed on anyone who violates a law intended to protect another person. If, according to 

the provisions of the law, a violation is also possible without fault, the replacement is only due in case of 

fault.” 
26 A diabolical (or very difficult) proof. 
27 Kraftfahrzeuggesetz [Motor Vehicle Act] Sec. 1, para. 2 reads: “Motor vehicles, in the sense of this law, are 

wagons or bicycles, which are moved by the force of an engine, without being bound to tracks”. 
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have to thank people like Godwin (1638)28 or Grimmelshausen (1659).29 Every space vehicle 

will most probably take the form of a powered vehicle. 

  In accordance with this, we must assert that a spacefarer too must indemnify all third-

party damages which are caused by operation of the spacecraft, that is on account of the 

spacecraft’s being at his disposal for spaceflight use according to the purpose for which it is 

intended, without regard to his fault, and that at the most, he may plead the fault of the [12] 

damaged party (analog Sec. 1, Employers' Liability Act;30 Sec. 7, Motor Vehicle Act;31 and 

Sec. 20 of the Air Commerce Act). Under the term “spacefarer” we would understand not only 

the pilot of the spacecraft, but also every natural or juridical person who has a spacecraft (has at 

his disposal within the meaning of the definition, that is for the preparation of, carrying out of, or 

accomplishment of a spaceflight, and this in pursuit of his own purposes), or undertaking space 

missions (even if it is not personally, but only with unmanned equipment). In the individual 

cases, the liability for space traffic must, at a minimum, achieve the level of that for air traffic, 

since both kinds of these transportation means are very closely related with respect to the type 

and manner of their damaging effects. 

  According to Article 1384 of the French Civil Code (“One is responsible not only for the 

damage which one causes by one’s own actions, but also for that which is caused by the acts of 

persons for whom one is responsible or things one has in one’s custody” [“On est responsible 

non seulement du dommage que l’on cause par son propre fait mais encore de celui, qui est 

cause par le fait des personnes, dont on doit répondre, ou des choses que l’on a sous sa 

garde”]), or according to Article 1153 of the Italian Civil Code, which has an equivalent content, 

no-fault liability for the spacefarer certainly becomes quite obvious, and English doctrine also 

 
28 Godwin, Francis (1562-1633), The Man in the Moone, or a Discourse of a Voyage thither, by Domingo Gonsales 

(1638), published posthumously. Godwin was a British religious and secular historian and a cleric who held 

the English bishoprics of Llandaff and Heresford. 
29 Hans Jakob Christoffel von Grimmelshausen (1625-1676), the printed date 1659 in the text is presumed to be a 

typographical error; it should have read 1669, the date of publication of a grand adventure novel by 

Grimmelshausen, which became a classic in western literature. It was titled: Der abenteuerliche 

Simplicissimus, Teutsch, d. i. die Beschreibung des Lebens eines seltsamen Vaganten, genannt Melchior 

Sternfels von Fuchsheim. (The Adventurous German Simplicissimus, i.e.: a Description of the Life of a 

Remarkable Vagabond named Melchior Sternfels, of Fuchsaim) a vivid description of life in the Thirty 

Years’ War. 
30 Haftpflichtgesetz [Employer’s Liability Act] Sec. 1 reads: “If during the operation of a train a person is killed or 

bodily injured, the entrepreneur is liable for the resulting damage, as long as he cannot prove that the 

accident was caused by an act of God or through the fault of the deceased or injured”. 
31 Kraftfahrzeuggesetz [Motor Vehicle Act] Sec. 7 reads: “If during the operation of a motor vehicle a person is 

killed, the body or the health of a person is injured or an object is damaged, the owner of the vehicle is 

obligated to reimburse the injured for the resulting damages. 

“The reimbursement obligation is excluded, if the accident is caused by an unavoidable event, which was caused by 

neither a faulty vehicle nor by the failure of its equipment. In particular, an event is considered unavoidable 

if it can be traced to the behavior of the injured or to a third party which was not involved in the operation, 

or to an animal, and the owner as well as the operator of the vehicle obeyed every caution to be expected 

under the circumstances. 

“If the vehicle is being operated by another person without the express permission and knowledge of the vehicle's 

owner, then this person rather than the owner is to be held liable for the damage.” 
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grants indemnification, even in the case of the absence of any kind of fault (absolute liability) 

under certain assumptions which will doubtless obtain in the case of spaceflight testing (see 

Pollock, The Law of Torts, 13th ed., p. 500 et seq.; Salmond, The Law of Torts, 7th ed., p. 12 et 

seq.). 

  If a landed spacecraft has caused damage to a property owner, then there comes into 

execution a lien which, according to Sec. 273, Para. 2, BGB,32 is due as an indemnification 

entitlement, and does not stand in the way of a prior right which is to some extent applied to 

aircraft by Sec. 12, Para. 2 of the Air Commerce Act,33 since an analogous use of this special 

paragraph would not be at all appropriate. 

- Haftpflichtgesetz [Employer’s Liability Act] Sec. 1 reads: “If during the operation of a 

train a person is killed or bodily injured, the entrepreneur is liable for the resulting 

damage, as long as he cannot prove that the accident was caused by an act of God or 

through the fault of the deceased or injured”. 

- Kraftfahrzeuggesetz [Motor Vehicle Act] Sec. 7 reads: “If during the operation of a motor 

vehicle a person is killed, the body or the health of a person is injured or an object is 

damaged, the owner of the vehicle is obligated to reimburse the injured for the resulting 

damages.  

- The reimbursement obligation is excluded, if the accident is caused by an unavoidable 

event, which was caused by neither a faulty vehicle nor by the failure of its equipment. In 

particular, an event is considered unavoidable if it can be traced to the behavior of the 

injured or to a third party which was not involved in the operation, or to an animal, and 

the owner as well as the operator of the vehicle obeyed every caution to be expected 

under the circumstances. 

- If the vehicle is being operated by another person without the express permission and 

knowledge of the vehicle's owner, then this person rather than the owner is to be held 

liable for the damage”. 

- Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec 273, para. 2 reads: “Whoever is obligated to 

return an object has the same right when he can claim a due demand for the use of the 

object or for damages caused by it, provided he has not obtained the object through an 

intentionally unlawful act”. 

- Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 12, para. 2, with regard to aircraft on the 

ground following an emergency landing, reads: “The crew is obligated to provide 

personal information to the authorities regarding the owner and pilot of the aircraft. After 

identification of the personalities the authorities may not prevent the continuation of the 
 

32 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec 273, para. 2 reads: “Whoever is obligated to return an object has the 

same right when he can claim a due demand for the use of the object or for damages caused by it, provided 

he has not obtained the object through an intentionally unlawful act.” 
33 Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 12, para. 2, with regard to aircraft on the ground following an 

emergency landing, reads: “The crew is obligated to provide personal information to the authorities 

regarding the owner and pilot of the aircraft. After identification of the personalities the authorities may not 

prevent the continuation of the flight or the transport of the aircraft”. In this case, the right to recover the 

aircraft takes priority over the right to an indemnity. 
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flight or the transport of the aircraft”. In this case, the right to recover the aircraft takes 

priority over the right to an indemnity. 

 

Perhaps mention should not be omitted of the fact that a licensed association which has 

announced aerial flight as its only statutory purpose may not extend its field of activity to 

spaceflight on its own authority (see Sec. 43, last para. BGB).34 

 

 

IV.  The Public Law  [12] 

 

We noted above that it would be difficult for a damaged party to convict a spacefarer of a civil 

offense, because, considering the novelty of spaceflight, little precedence exists, [13] so the 

statutes are moot on precautionary measures to which one should legally adhere. Here we would 

certainly not want to say that there are absolutely no guidelines according to which one could 

judge whether or not the mode of behavior of a spacefarer was appropriate to given 

circumstances, and whether or not he acted with culpable negligence. There is only the question 

– where will we find the absolute legal standard for punishment? (Nulla poena sine lege.)35 

  For the time being, there are no special standards of care for spaceflight (within the 

meaning of Sec. 823, Para. 2, BGB)36 in which it is prescribed how a spacefarer should proceed 

in order to avoid damage when he desires to satisfy his responsibilities for exercise of due care. 

This lack of standards is easily understood considering the current status of the problem of 

spaceflight. The comprehensive regulation of aerial flight (in Germany by the Act of 1 August 

1922, together with the Ordinance of 19 July 1930) is, as was already made clear, not directly 

applicable to spaceflight, and for this reason it may be hasty if one presumed a circumstance to 

be in itself an offense in which the spacefarer has failed to observe some of the air traffic 

regulations; the penal provisions of Secs. 31 and 32 of the cited Air Commerce Act of 1 August 

192237 have no application to him. 

 
34 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 43, last para. reads: “An association whose legal capacity is based on 

lending may lose its legal capacity if it is pursuing a purpose different from its statutes”. 
35 No punishment without law; a consequence of the tenet that there is no crime without law. 
36 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 823, para. 2 reads: “The same liability applies to one who violates a 

law which protects another. If, according to the provisions of the law, a violation is possible without fault, 

then the restitution liability is only effective in case of fault”. 
37 Luftverkehrgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 31 reads: “Whoever disobeys the law for maintaining public order 

and safety or otherwise issued regulations regarding the traffic and operation of aircraft will be punished 

with a fine of up to fifteen hundred marks or with a prison term provided that other penal code laws with 

higher penalties are not violated”. 

Sec. 32 reads: “Prison terms of up to two years and fines of up to one hundred thousand marks or one of these 

penalties shall be imposed upon the person who intentionally: 

“1. operates an aircraft which requires registration [...] but fails to register; 

“2. permits, being the maintainer of a registration requiring [...] but not or no longer registered aircraft, the use of it 

through a third party; 

“3. flies or operates an aircraft without having permission [...], or after losing permission; 
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  The spacefarer is, however, obligated to observe every requirement for prudence the non-

observance of which is punishable under the Penal Code (Secs. 230, 309, 314, 316-318a, 326, 

and 360 et seq.),38 together with related laws, since everyone must observe these obligations not 

 
“4. permits, being the maintainer of an aircraft, its flying or operation through a registration requiring [...] person 

who is not in the possession of the flying license, or has lost it; 

“5. without permit or against the regulations trains people to fly [...], installs and operates airports [...], operates air 

commerce business [...], or stages aviation events; 

“Whoever negligently acts in the cases no. 1 through 5 will be punished with prison terms of up to three months or 

fined up to one hundred thousand marks or imprisoned.” 
38 Strafgesetzbuch [Penal Code] Sec. 230 reads: “Whoever through negligence causes the bodily injury of another 

will be punished by fine or imprisonment of up to two years. “If the perpetrator was on account of his 

responsibility, profession or business especially obligated to attentiveness which he neglected, his penalty 

may be increased to three years in prison.” 

Sec. 309 reads: “Whoever through negligence causes a fire of the kind described in sections 306 and 308 will be 

punished with imprisonment of up to one year or with a fine, and, if the fire caused the death of a person, 

with imprisonment of from one month up to three years”. 

Sec. 314 reads: “Whoever through negligence causes a flood with a common danger for life or property will be 

punished with imprisonment of up to one year or with a fine, and, if the flood caused the death of a person, 

with imprisonment of from one month up to three years”. 

Sec. 316 reads: “Whoever negligently through one of the aforementioned acts endangers train transportation will be 

punished with imprisonment of up to one year or with a fine, and, if the act caused the death of a person, 

with imprisonment of from one month up to three years. 

The same punishment applies to persons empowered to manage the railroad trips and to oversee the railroad and 

transportation operation if they endanger the transport through negligence of their assumed 

responsibilities”. 

Sec. 317 reads: “Whoever intentionally and unlawfully hinders or endangers a telegraph installation intended for 

public use through damaging or changing parts or accessories will be punished with imprisonment of from 

one month up to three years”. 

Sec. 318 reads: “Whoever intentionally and unlawfully hinders or endangers through one of the afore-mentioned 

acts a telegraph installation intended for public use will be punished with imprisonment of up to one year or 

a fine. 

“The same punishment applies to persons empowered to oversee and operate the telegraph installation if they 

endanger the transport through negligence of their assumed responsibilities”. 

Sec. 318a reads: “The regulation of the sections 317 and 318 shall equally apply to the hindrance and endangering of 

tube post installations intended for public use. 

“Telegraph installations in the sense of sections 317 and 318 include telephone installations”. 

Sec. 326 reads: “If one of the acts described under sections 321 to 324 was committed through negligence, up to one 

year of imprisonment is to be imposed if the act caused damage, and from one month up to three years of 

imprisonment is to be imposed if the death of a person was caused”. 

Sec. 360 reads: “The punishment of a fine or imprisonment shall be imposed to: 

“1. Repealed 

“2. whoever secretly collects, outside his commercial business or against the regulations of the authorities, supplies 

of weapons and ammunition; 

“3. whoever without permission emigrates being a furloughed reservist or member of the land and sea forces, also, 

who being a reservist of first class, emigrates without notifying the military authorities of his forthcoming 

emigration; 

“4. whoever without the written order of the authorities fabricates or delivers to others than to the authorities stamps, 

seals, engravings, plates or other forms which are used for the fabrication of metal or paper money, or of 

such papers which according to section 149 may be considered equal to paper money, or of stamp paper, 

duty stamps, blank stamps, stamp imprints, post and telegraph stamps, public certificates or attestations; 
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to endanger the general security and to prevent damage. The context of this general obligation is 

prudence, that is to say, the particular manner in which one should behave in this or that case 

depends on the concrete circumstances; certainly, one who makes explosives must take other 

precautions than one who prepares victuals. For the spacefarer, the necessary precautionary rules 

will emerge from situations which will possibly occur in spaceflight due to the character of the 

methods of spaceflight employed. 

  Before the departure, both the equipment (the spacecraft and ground equipment) and the 

crew must be checked as to whether they have developed the required level of performance. In 

this case, the rules for checkout and takeoff clearance for aircraft, pilots, or air crews will 

certainly not be applicable; each space entrepreneur will have to judge at his own risk [14] 

whether the equipment and crew possess such capabilities that their employment would not be 

grounds for an accusation of negligence and that he would if need be emerge free of fault. With 

rocket devices one will have to comply in any case with all legal rules concerning the 

preparation, storage and handling of explosives (see Sec. 367, Nos. 4-6, Penal Code),39 because 

 
“5. whoever without the written order of the authorities fabricates the imprint of stamps, seals, engravings, plates or 

forms mentioned in No.4, or prints of therein identified forms of public papers, attestations or certificates, 

or who delivers imprints to others than the authorities; 

“6. whoever fabricates or distributes merchandise advertisements, announcements, or other prints and figures which 

are similar in the shape and ornamentation to paper money or to papers considered equal to paper money in 

the sense of section 149, or who fabricates stamps, imprints, plates or other shapes which can be used in the 

preparation of such prints or figures; 

“7. whoever without permission uses a picture of the empirical coat of arms or the coat of arms of a federal 

sovereign, or of a state; 

“8. whoever wears without permission a uniform, an official gown, an official badge, a decoration, or a medal, or 

whoever assumes a title, dignity or nobility title, or whoever uses an unrightful name in dealings with a 

representing government employee; 

“9. whoever establishes contrary to the legal regulations without the permission of the government endowment and 

life insurances, or widow's pensions, insurance agencies or other similar associations or institutions, which 

have the purpose to make payments in terms of cash or a pension at the occurrence of certain events or time 

periods in return for payments or purchase fees or for the payment of money amounts. 

“10. whoever refuses to obey an order of the police or their representatives for help in cases of accidents or common 

danger or emergency, even though the execution of the order would be without significant danger to 

himself; 

“11. whoever improperly disturbs the peace, or commits a gross misdemeanor; 

“12. whoever violates as a pawnbroker or a repurchase dealer the governing regulation in the execution of his 

business; 

“13. whoever publicly or in an anger provoking manner meanly tortures animals, or mistreats them roughly. 

“It is permissible in the case numbers 2, 4, 5, 6 in addition to the fine or the imprisonment to confiscate the supply of 

weapons or ammunitions, the stamps, seals, engravings, plates or other forms, the imprints or the pictures 

regardless of whether they belong to the convict or not”. 
39 Strafgesetzbuch [Penal Code] Sec. 367 reads in part: “A fine or imprisonment will be imposed upon: [...] 

“4. whoever prepares without prescribed permission gunpowder or other exploding materials or fireworks; 

“5. whoever does not obey the prescribed regulation in the storage or the transportation of poisonous sub-stances, 

gunpowder or fireworks, or in the storage, transportation, delivery or usage of gunpowder or other 

exploding substances, or in the execution of the permit to prepare or sell these items, as well as drugs; 

“5.a whoever does not obey the prescribed regulations in mailing or transporting easily ignitable or etching 

substances via the postal services; 
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these rules apply wherever explosives are used, and beyond this one will have to understand 

everything which experience has shown to be necessary in the circumstances. In passing, it can 

be noted that rocket testing assuredly represents a “permitted purpose” within the meaning of 

Sec. 8, the Explosives Act of 9 June 1884.40 To the extent that flammables are being worked 

with, the regulations of the Fire Department are applicable, and a solenoid gun,41 or the electron 

rocket of Ulinski,42 would make it essential to take measures applying to high voltage electricity. 

The installations at the flight facility will likewise have to be suitable to handle the type of 

propulsion used in each case. 

  We arrive at the launch of the spacecraft. Before entering true space, it must traverse the 

lower layers of the atmosphere where the possibility exists of encountering aircraft. The 

spacefarer must either make sure that, as a result of an announcement of his spaceflight test, 

closing of the launch area, an organized warning service, etc., he has ruled out the chance of a 

collision with an aircraft, or he will have to comply with air traffic regulations during his flight 

through the lower atmosphere. To repeat, let it be emphasized that a spacefarer is not formally 

bound by the regulations on evasion, by the regulations of navigation lights and the like, but he is 

bound by their substance – that is materially; this means that he must count on the fact that pilots 

fly according to these rules and that he will best be able to avoid a collision or other damaging 

effect by observance of these rules. The adherence to a particular air traffic rule established by 

air law constitutes in this case the substance of the general responsibility to exercise due care, 

and the expert witness, not the judge, will be called upon to decide whether or not the spacefarer 

should have acted according to this rule. The [15] judge would have to say that the rule is not 

valid with respect to a spacefarer; the expert makes a judgment whether, for example, a 

spacefarer, in case of a collision of his craft with an aircraft, should have proceeded under the 

provisions of Sec. 72, Para. 1 of the Air Traffic Ordinance and Annexes 26 and 27-D, of the 

Paris Convention on Aerial Navigation (PLA) of 13 October 1919, or whether some other mode 

of behavior should have been preferred. Here, with respect to collision avoidance, the question 

remains open as to whether a spacecraft launcher, considering its limited maneuverability, is due 

the highest position on the priority list under Sec. 73 of the Air Traffic Ordinance and Annex 21-

D, PLA, or whether, on the contrary, it must yield to all aircraft considering the abruptness of its 

ascent. In similar fashion perhaps, a pilot, in order to avoid accidents, would have to observe 

 
“6. whoever stores at locations or in containers where ignition may be dangerous merchandise, substances or other 

supplies which easily auto-ignite or easily catch fire, or whoever stores substances without isolation which 

cannot lie together without imposing the danger of ignition”. 
40 Sprengstoffgesetz [Explosives Act] Sec. 8 reads: “Whoever fabricates, procures, orders, has knowingly in his 

possession explosives, or transfers to other persons under circumstances that do not prove that this occurs 

for a permissible purpose will be punished by hard labor up to five years or with imprisonment not less than 

one year”. 
41 Franz Abdon Ulinski was an Austrian scientist active in the 1920s developing concepts of spaceflight. One of 

Ulinski’s rocket concepts was based on high velocity ejection of electrons from a spaceship by a solenoid 

system. See note 43. 
42 In September 1927, Max Valier published an article describing some of the electronic propulsion concepts of 

Ulinski in Die Rakete which was probably seen by Mandl. 
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various ground vehicle traffic rules if, during takeoff or landing, he were to get into street traffic, 

even though he is in no way formally bound by these rules (the technical obstacles which stand 

in the way of the actual occurrence of the situation presented here as an example may be 

disregarded). On the water, the pilot is directly bound by river and ship traffic police rules under 

Sec. 77 of the Air Traffic Ordinance. 

  A spaceman is not bound by Secs. 78-80 of the Air Traffic Ordinance to fly only at a 

proper altitude over towns, construction sites and gatherings of people, or not to fly under 

bridges, or through high tension lines or antennas, but again he is enjoined by his overall 

responsibility to exercise caution. He will certainly not jettison any object (the permissible 

discharge of ballast does not occur here!) since such an action is obviously linked with danger to 

the public, and the spacefarer must see to it that those solid parts which will be ejected from the 

spacecraft according to plan (e.g., spent auxiliary rockets) reach the surface of the Earth in a non-

damaging manner (see Sec. 366, No. 8, Penal Code).43 From considerations of safety, air traffic 

landing restrictions must also be observed; moreover, spaceflight like any other act of the 

subjects of any state you might name lies under the surveillance of the police, and since 

obedience to the police belongs to the duties of each citizen, so a spacecraft must land “on the 

next suitable spot” as soon as authoritative summons to land has been issued [16] in the form of 

Sec. 84 of the Air Traffic Ordinance or in any other understandable form.  

  When a prohibited air zone is established, the area is closed for any air traffic on grounds 

of military or other public interest – spacecraft included; prohibitions against the carrying of 

cameras or transmitting equipment have a similar absolute character (that is a validity for every 

person) (in this case in addition, the provisions of broadcast law, particularly the Act of 

14 January 1928 apply), as have prohibitions against carrying weapons and ammunition, and 

accordingly the spacefarer is also subject to them. In addition, by penetration of a prohibited 

military air zone and the taking of pictures, one places one’s self in danger of being guilty of a 

punishable offense under the general law against disclosure of military secrets of 3 June 1914. 

Neither can the spacefarer ignore a customs border, without incurring a penalty; the Unified 

Customs Law of 1 July 1869 does not differentiate in its penal provisions as to how the 

merchandise is brought over the frontier.  

 The civil and penal responsibilities of the spacefarer are governed by today’s legislation 

to such a complete degree that it, for the moment, leaves nothing additional to be desired; on the 

other hand, what is lacking is the so-called pure body of rules. The special subject of such rules 

(which indeed are always most clearly linked to the subjects which they are intended to regulate 

and are only valid in that context) makes it impossible to create remedies by analogy with other 

branches of the law – particularly air law. A spacecraft is required neither to be registered as an 

aircraft nor to carry national or registration markings, nor to carry with it any kind of permits, 

pilot licenses, logs, etc. There is no particular type of lighting prescribed for periods of darkness 

 
43 Strafgesetzbuch [Penal Code] Sec. 366, para. 8 reads: “A fine or imprisonment up to fourteen days will be 

imposed upon: [...] 

“8. whoever at public roads or water ways, or in locations where people travel erects or hangs items without proper 

fastening which, when falling or dropping, can hurt or soil someone”. 
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and it suffices that during the night a space rocket is made visible by its exhaust plume. The 

personal restrictions of Sec. 4 of the Air Commerce Act44 are not valid for the pilot of a space 

vehicle; personnel training remains open to all – including space projects and demonstrations. 

The launch area, including its ground infrastructure, must be set up solely for considerations of 

overall safety (perhaps [17] observing rules of explosives or flammables handling) and not 

according to any special rules applicable to aviation. The responsibility for liability does not 

require any compulsory insurance. 

  On the other hand, a spacecraft device does not benefit from that special immunity 

granted to the railroads under Secs. 315-316,45 and to the telegraphy system under Secs. 317-

318,46 and to the pneumatic post and the telephone system under Sec. 318a47 of the Penal Code, 

and to aircraft under Sec. 33 of the Air Commerce Act,48 and since in criminal law the basic 

principle of “nullum crimen sine lege” prevails, an analogous expansion of the above mentioned 

rules to the spaceflight establishment would be inadmissible. Still less is there available to 

spaceflight a preferential right to expropriation; one could not venture in any way to use analogy 

with Sec. 15 of the Air Commerce Act49 to take away or limit ownership or other rights in real 

estate. That kind of reasoning by analogy would, therefore, be particularly misplaced here 

 
44 Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 4 reads: “Whoever flies or operates an aircraft legally, the pilot, 

needs a permit. The proof of permit is the license, hence a pilot license. 

“During any training test flights which are accompanied by the instructors, the instructors are the ones flying the 

aircraft”. 
45 Strafgesetzbuch [Penal Code] Sec. 315 reads: “Whoever intentionally damages railroad installations, 

transportation equipment or other accessories, or generates obstacles on the track through false signs and 

signals or other means such that the transport is endangered will be punished with hard labor up to ten 

years. 

“If the act caused severe bodily injury the hard labor penalty shall not be under five years, if the death of a human 

was caused, the hard labor penalty shall not be less than ten years or up to life long”. 

Sec. 316 is quoted in note 55, above. 
46 Strafgesetzbuch [Penal Code] Secs. 317 and 318 are quoted at note 55, above. 
47 Strafgesetzbuch. [Penal Code] Sec. 318a is quoted at note 55, above. 
48 Luftverkehrsgesetz. [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 33 reads: “Whoever: 

 - endangers human lives through the intentional damage of an aircraft; 

 - destroys aircraft or makes them otherwise unusable or unreliable; or 

- intentionally disturbs the flight of an aircraft through faulty signs or otherwise, will be punished by 

imprisonment of not less than three months. 

“The attempt is punishable. 

“If the act caused severe bodily injury (para. 224 of the Penal Code) or the death of a person, the penalty will be 

hard labor, under mitigating circumstances, not less than six months.  

“If this act was conducted negligently, the penalty will be imprisonment of up to six months and a fine up to one 

hundred thousand marks, or one of these penalties, and if the act caused the death of a person, 

imprisonment of not less than one month”. 
49 Luftverkehrsgesetz. [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 15 reads: “For the sake of public need, ownership of and other 

rights regarding real property may be withdrawn or limited for the purpose of aviation through 

expropriation for a suitable indemnification if no agreement can be established between the entrepreneur 

and the rightful owner. The limitation may also consist of the marking of a location for aviation. 

“Until the passing of a law of the Reich (federal law) the process is determined by the state laws”. 
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because ownership of property is protected by the Constitution (Art. 153)50 and expropriation of 

property can only be undertaken by due process of law and only for the public benefit. 

  Will future legislation in respect to spaceflight be incumbent on the national government 

or, in this case, are the individual states responsible? According to Article 7, No. 1951 of the 

National Constitution, the national government is responsible absolutely for all legislation 

respecting traffic with powered vehicles on land, water, or in the air, that means all powered 

vehicle traffic. Pursuant thereto, the national government has legislative authority over traffic 

using space vehicles since the latter, as already mentioned above, are in every case in the form of 

motorized, i.e., powered vehicles. In addition, the constitutional standard referred to speaks of 

“traffic in the air” not of “traffic with aircraft” and since every space vehicle must of necessity 

transit the air, even if only in passing, it belongs under national legislation in the area of 

competence of the National Ministry of Commerce.  

  In other countries at the moment there exist for spaceflight identical provisions to those 

we have come upon in the case of Germany. In the absence of any kind of special rules, in those 

countries, too, the spacefarer is bound by the general obligations of the citizen to exercise 

caution and to obey laws; spaceflight is not embraced within the special regulations for aerial 

flight.  

 

 

V.   International Law  [18] 

 

In the Paris Convention on Aerial Navigation of 13 October 1919 (above and hereinafter referred 

to as the PLA, an acronym for the Pariser Luftverkehrsabkommen), the contracting states 

recognized the sovereignty of each other within their air spaces (Article 1: “The High 

Contracting Parties recognize that each Power has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the 

air space above its territory”), and thus the question as to whether air space is free of state power 

or, on the contrary, is subject to it, which has been much argued since the end of the 19th 

Century, has been answered in favor of the air sovereignty theory rather than the freedom-of-the-

air theory. The cited Article 1 of the PLA expresses the position arrived at during the World War 

in the practice of the belligerents, although in pre-war theory the idea of freedom of the air was 

earlier predominant and was still being advocated after the war (see, for example, Resolutions of 

the Institute of International Law at the Meetings in Madrid in 1911 and in Brussels in 1927). 

 
50 Reichsverfassung [National Constitution] Art. 153 reads: “The right of property is guaranteed by the constitution. 

Its content and limitations result from the laws. 

“An expropriation can only be performed to the benefit of the public and on the basis of the law. It takes place after 

appropriate reimbursement, as far as the Law of the Reich does not state otherwise. The amount of 

reimbursement will in case of dispute be decided by the regular courts, as far as the Law of the Reich does 

not state otherwise. Expropriation through the Reich with respect to the states, communities, and non-profit 

organizations can only take place after appropriate reimbursement”. 
51 Reichsverfassung [National Constitution] Art. 7, No. 19 reads: “The Reich has legislative authority over: [...] 

“19. the railroad, inland navigation, traffic with motor vehicles on land, water and in the air as well as the 

construction of roads as far as it pertains to the common traffic and national defense”. 
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Just as in the Paris Convention, two other multilateral treaties have also approved the principle of 

national air sovereignty, namely, the Ibero-American Air Convention of 1 November 1926 and 

the Pan-American Convention of Habana of February 1928, and these have presented the 

sovereignty clause as Article 1. Today, the principle of air sovereignty represents a tenet of 

customary international law, which is not mentioned explicitly in most international treaties; it is 

assumed implicitly. 

  The scope of the principle of national sovereignty in air space extends quite beyond the 

boundaries of aerial flight itself; this tenet, in addition, grants to each state the right to rule as 

sovereign over all use of the superjacent air zone – whether this occurs by means of aerial flight 

or not – and, therefore, for the purpose of spaceflight. As soon as a space vehicle enters the zone 

of air sovereignty it will be comprehended within a national jurisdiction. 

  In Article 2 of the PLA, the contracting states engaged mutually to assure in time of 

peace undisturbed traffic over their territories by aircraft of other contracting states. This 

granting of free traffic applies exclusively to aircraft and no contracting state is obligated by its 

adherence to the PLA to suffer the over flight of its territory by space vehicles from [19] other 

signatory powers, even if the space vehicle otherwise has carried out all other requirements of 

the treaty (which, indeed, would hardly be possible since the terms of the PLA are tailored solely 

for aircraft). Of course, the intent of contracting parties to the PLA was aimed at a concession for 

air transport means that existed at the time and this intent was completely reflected in the text; an 

analogous application in the case of new, untested and somewhat dangerous contraptions, like 

today’s space rockets, would not be in consonance with the objective meaning of the content of 

the treaty.  

  Quite generally we can venture to say that no international agreement on the regulation of 

aerial flight applies to international traffic with space vehicles, therefore, a spacecraft that would 

penetrate the air space of a foreign state could not call upon any kind of air agreement with its 

home state – that is the state of its origin. Of course, the spacefarer remains subject to any 

treatment which the foreign state accords to its own citizens and the fate of the spacecraft within 

the foreign state will be that of other mobile objects. 

  While peacetime international air traffic is widely different from space vehicle traffic, in 

contrast, all of the considerations which were determinative for the regulation of international 

aerial warfare apply exactly in the case of spaceflight devices, whether they may be manned or 

not, in the case where one wishes to use them as a means of warfare, in particular the 

characteristic vertical battle direction, the possibility of attack on cities, towns, etc., lying outside 

the battle zone; the speed, the danger existing for the crew in event of damage, etc. Accordingly, 

one could apply the current [1932] aerial warfare law52 almost literally with respect to spacecraft. 

 
52 Declaration adopted during the Hague Peace Conference of 1899 prohibiting any aerial bombardment for a period 

of five years; Second Conference in 1907 insertion into Article 25 of the Hague Regulations respecting the 

Laws and Customs of War on Land a few words so that the same provision governing artillery 

bombardment and other attacks by land forces also applied to aerial bombardment; chrystallisation of the 

principle of ”military objective” after WWI; the Hague Rules of Air Warfare adopted and signed by the 

Hague Commission of Jurists (internal commission of the Washington Conference of 1921/1922) on 19 
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February 1923; See for more details: Heinz Marcus Hanke, “The 1923 Hague Rules of Air Warfare – A 

Contribution to the Development of International Law Protecting Civilians from Air Attack”, International 

Review of the Red Cross (1961-1997) (1993), vol. 33, no. 292, pp. 12-44, stating i.a. regarding the latter 

“Though they never achieved the status of an actual treaty, the Air Warfare Rules nevertheless soon 

became a key tool in the study of international law between the wars” (idem p. 28). 
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Part Two  [20] 

 

The Future 

 

 

I.  The National Law 

 

We have already seen that spaceflight has not yet reached that stage of development at which the 

legislature feels motivated to take preparatory measures (minima non curat praetor).53 However, 

on account of the growing interest in all questions related to this subject, there is no longer a 

moment to lose. We must hope that there will be no accident during any spaceflight test which 

would act as the final stimulus toward a legal rule – although in transportation law catastrophes 

and the promulgation of laws are quite frequently associated with each other (consider the 

promulgation of new liability laws – the Austrian one of 5 March 1869 and the German one of 

7 June 1871 – after the serious train collision in 1868 at Horschowitz near Pilsen in Bohemia); 

because even when such tragic motive does not exist, legislators have a habit of treating new 

inventions in a step-motherly way – in the beginning at least (consider the French prohibition 

against Montgolfier balloons by the Ordinance of 23 April 1784 and the English Locomotive Act 

of 1865, among others). It is possible that some scientist or other will advance a unique theory 

that the upper layers of the atmosphere, in as much as they are hydrogen rich, could be set afire 

by rocket tests, in which case a general prohibition against spaceflight will be sponsored in order 

to prevent a devastating world-wide conflagration. Should, indeed, legislative disfavor befall 

spaceflight in future times, hopefully this stage of development in space law will not last long 

and a number of promising experiments will surely soon bring about a change in the suspicious 

attitude of legislators towards the spaceflight question. 

  Even before this legislative confrontation takes place, a fundamental revision of aviation 

law will also certainly have to be undertaken. This is because the designers of aircraft [21] and 

motor vehicles will seize on the fruits of spaceflight research even before spaceflight itself will 

be able to enjoy them. First of all, for its part, the automobile has made use of every 

improvement in the internal combustion engine which came about through aircraft technology, 

and now, in turn, motoring and aviation will adopt the propulsion methods of spaceflight (the 

rocket auto tests of Fritz von Opels are well known).54 

  By using identical methods, aviation technology will pretty closely approach that of 

spaceflight; rocket aircraft with the most restricted of wing surfaces will transport travelers or 

mail into the upper layers of the atmosphere at unheard of speeds; the atmosphere will be 

 
53 Or, de minima non curat praetor, meaning that the governor (here the legislature) does not concern himself with 

small or trifling matters. 
54 Von Opels’ experiments with Max Valier, which eventually led to Valier’s death, are fully described in Von 

Braun, W., and F. I. Ordway, III, History of Rocketry & Space Travel, Harper & Row, New York, 1966, 

1969, 1975; 4th ed. 1985, at pp. 64-65. 
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investigated to its uppermost zones by sounding apparatus of unusual climbing performance; in 

warfare long-range aerial torpedoes55 will come into use without at the same time departing from 

the principle of aerial flight. The technical similarity of space and aeronautical vehicles will be 

even closer to the extent that the earliest space vehicles will deliver smaller performance; these 

will, at first, hardly penetrate beyond the so-called stratosphere and, thus, really will be traveling 

along only slightly lengthened aircraft routes, without, of course, losing sight of their lofty 

purpose, i.e., to penetrate space.  

  As a result of the adoption of spaceflight technology, together with the corresponding 

increase in speeds as well as climbing capability, in the near future air travel will differ to such 

an extent from that of today that the present provisions of air law will no longer do for the new 

state of affairs. There will have to appear new traffic regulations (safety standards), new 

guidelines for clearances and for reliability assurances for equipment and crews, and concerning 

air terminals and the like. The legislature will probably take this opportunity also to extend the 

benefits of the new regulations to the technically related spacecraft, in that it will say “Within the 

meaning of this regulation there will also be counted as aircraft all devices which are intended 

for traffic above the layers of the atmosphere”, or something similar to this. 

 At this stage, spaceflight will not become bogged down as simply a more extensive, 

higher performance form of aerial flight. Its operational area will gradually grow by hundreds of 

kilometers in altitude, top speeds will grow correspondingly to several [22] kilometers per 

second, so that finally one will be in a position to undertake short space journeys, not excluding 

circumnavigation of the Moon. These spaceflights will, however, be carried out with those 

resources that are available at the time rather than with extreme increases in performance with 

colossal outlays of capital; the delivered payloads will be relatively modest and will consist for 

the most part of automated navigation and sensing apparatus, until, perhaps near the end of this 

era here and there a few daredevils will come along who will undertake space journeys with a 

high probability of accidents. 

  Such forward steps will mark the greatest successes which have ever been created by 

technology, although at the same time the end objective of spaceflight, that is the opening up of 

the furthest reaches of space for relatively safe and economical delivery of considerable 

payloads, must be awaited for a still longer time; in any case these forward steps will be 

sufficient to illuminate those particular characteristics by which a spaceflight project is marked 

in contrast to every other transportation means, and thereby to free spaceflight from this 

legislative lumping together with aviation. Voices will be raised calling for a special spaceflight 

regulation based on genuine space law, that is, on legislation which would do justice to all the 

peculiarities of spaceflight which come to light at this stage of development. 

 Hardly anyone will deny that there will be a sufficiency of these kinds of peculiarities. 

Scientific projects which are being elaborated currently give us some idea of how impressive the 

ascent of a spaceflight vehicle will appear. This will have to involve an undertaking of colossal 

size, because, for example, in the case of the propulsion system the lift-off weight of the rocket 

 
55 These would be referred to as “cruise missiles” today. 
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will amount to at least 100 times that of the final weight (i.e., the payload; the exhaust velocity 

will in this case be fairly low). Prof. Robert H. Goddard calculates, for example, that one needs 

602 kg of solid propellant to deliver 1 kg outside the gravitational field of the Earth; it is 

absolutely certain (see the calculations of von Hoefft, Oberth, Hohmann, et al.) that the lift-off 

weight of a space rocket even with a payload less than [23] 100 kg will amount to several 

thousand kg. When, as an example, the weight of the gondola in which, on 27 May 1932, Prof. 

Piccard and Mr. Kipfer were able, with difficulty, to endure closed up for 17 hours was 800 kg 

including the crew, what could one accommodate in a 100 kg payload? All kinds of launch 

installations, which again in their size and capability are hardly within the competence of any of 

our contemporary technological geniuses, will have to be added before even an unmanned 

sounding rocket will be transported into space, and certainly if a spacecraft with even a one-to-

two-man crew can even come into consideration! 

  The legislator will have to take into account this extraordinary size of a spaceflight 

project. He will entrust the competence concerning all space law questions, the manifold 

licenses, oversight activities, the administrative jurisdictions, etc., to a senior administrative 

authority, perhaps to federal boards or ministries, in order to guarantee with the greatest 

assurance a pertinent and uniform official attitude. Considering the significant effect on the 

environment of the launch area (we are thinking of the devastating effects which would 

accompany, for example, the burning of Hohmann’s 27 m high solid rocket,56 the discharge of a 

Moon cannon, or finally, the launch of a giant rocket!), permission for a spaceflight test, for a 

launch area, etc., must be preceded by a basic determination of all the decisive facts. First, one 

will have the projects checked by specialists, who in cooperation with the project personnel will 

scrupulously check their plans. Launch area and launch time will perhaps be prescribed by the 

federal authority itself in order to minimize the disturbance of public order. Of course, the 

official time and place specification will have to take account of the position of the heavenly 

bodies that is assumed for the particular planned type of journey. Perhaps a special entity will be 

tasked with this theoretical checkout of spaceflight projects, a Spaceflight Office, in which all 

interested parties are represented; test establishments will be built up, as well as a “cosmic 

weather service” for constant observations of star locations, radiation, and currents in space. 

  After the plans have passed through the theoretical preliminary stage, then there arise, as 

needed, preliminary tests on the launch area as well as official on-site inquiries at which the 

representations of the local population are heard and at which a reasonable decision is [24] made 

with respect to responsibility for damage. The indemnities granted must, of course, be assured by 

the contractor prior to the licensing of the launch area or issuance of a flight clearance. Each 

authorization document will have to contain all the prescribed safety measures; and the flight 

 
56 Dr. Walter Hohmann was the city architect of the City of Essen-on-the-Ruhr, who published a treatise on 

spaceflight in 1925, in Berlin, entitled Die Erreichbarkeit der Himmelskörper, Untersuchungen über das 

Raumfahrtproblem [The Attainability of Celestial Bodies, An Investigation into the Problem of 

Spaceflight] in which Hohmann depicted graphically the quantity of solid propellant required to lift a 

payload into interplanetary flight. The graphic illustration, which appeared as a giant conical form, was 

often mistaken as a rough design of a giant rocket. 
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clearance, particularly the launch time, will be publicized by suitable means in order to head off 

the creation of an unnecessary stir. During the launch a state official will be on hand to check on 

the adherence to all safety measures, and if need be, fire-fighting personnel. If the launch occurs 

on the high seas, the clearance procedures will be simplified, without, however, becoming 

unnecessary. Similar to the case of the launch site, the prospective landing area will have to be 

checked out, for the spacecraft and for all parts which are released during the flight, booster 

rockets and the like, to the extent that these objects do not reach the Earth’s surface in harmless 

form, completely disintegrated.  

  It is easy to perceive that the environment is not only unusually stressed but also 

endangered on account of the handling of the required amounts of explosives and flammables 

during the preparations, by the possibility of explosion during launch or by working with high 

tension electricity, etc. One will try through the promulgation of pertinent operations instructions 

to limit these dangers to the greatest extent possible, whereby the degree of “permissible” hazard 

will certainly have to be set fairly high because a hazard-free space project will hardly exist at 

all. Every part of the spacecraft, the bulkheads, the fuel tank walls, the rocket combustion 

chambers and exhausts must demonstrate a particular safety coefficient; provisions will have to 

be made for an atmosphere to breath, for nutrition, and for a safe landing of the crew; and 

particular dynamic loads, the minimum and maximum cabin temperatures and interior pressure 

limits will not be permitted to be exceeded; there will absolutely be a requirement for on-board 

instrumentation, navigation and rescue equipment and protective measures against the presence 

of “cosmic” radiation, now nearly confirmed. Not only the commander of the spacecraft but also 

the project manager will have to be appropriately trained, and the spacecraft crew will have to 

undergo a medical determination [25] of their physical capacities, particularly their abilities to 

withstand stress. The ground organization must likewise achieve required levels of performance. 

  It will hardly be possible to issue detailed regulations. Since they will deal with separate 

undertakings which from a technical point of view are carried out in dissimilar ways, one will 

only publish general guidelines for the check-out of personnel and equipment and reserve a 

special evaluation of each individual case for the check-out itself. 

  It does not need to be noted particularly that the promoter of the spaceflight is liable for 

all property damage and personal injury to third persons, that is, excluding the flight participants 

and all members of the undertaking, regardless of his own culpability, that this liability will not 

be constrained to any maximum amount, and that this liability will have to be underwritten by 

mandatory liability insurance, the posting of bonds, and the like. In the absence of any special 

agreement, the entrepreneur will be responsible to persons being transported only in the case of 

premeditation or gross negligence, for example, the failure to adhere to the prescribed safety 

regulations, since these persons have consciously and voluntarily taken on themselves the 

dangers of a spaceflight; of course, employees and their survivors will be taken care of by 

accident insurance. The civil liability of the spacefarer will be greatly tightened by means of 

appropriate penal provisions with relatively severe penal sanctions (for the most part the criterion 

of danger to the public will be applied to these punishable offenses); for that case in which a 
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juridical person is carrying out transportation in space, those corporate organs that are to be 

legally responsible will be defined and the corporation will have to be liable for making good 

any fines imposed, this in order to avoid the dodging of the liability by the putting forward of a 

number of financially incapable liable persons. On the other hand, special penal protection will 

be accorded spaceflight installations by, for example, an expansion of the provisions of 

Secs. 315-316 of the Penal Code57 to cover spaceflight installations, spacecraft, or other pertinent 

material. 

  It is obvious that a spaceflight undertaking can be carried out only with a great outlay of 

money just considering the amount and value of the personnel and material needed – apart from 

the value of the scientific preparations. So, for example, von Pirquet can hardly be [26] 

considered guilty of exaggeration when he sets the cost of a Moon rocket (without preparatory 

testing, etc.) at three and a half million marks (see Ley, Die Möglichkeit der Weltraumfahrt 

1928, p. 233),58 and for Graffigny's “Moon torpedo” together with the appertaining circular 

launch track one would have to make use of three million gold francs. The capital required will 

exceed the capacity of most individuals and will have to be created by the participation of several 

persons, and, indeed, in those forms in which the money is assembled for public benefits, since 

the expectation of repayment will hardly exist; perhaps the entrepreneur will venture to expect 

for his pains, for the liability he assumes and for his money (since he will certainly also 

financially participate) a non-material recompense, namely, the satisfaction of having brought to 

reality an audacious plan. A spaceflight endeavor will be in no way aimed at making a profit; 

since the monies will almost all be provided through voluntary contributions, their proper use 

must be assured through public financial disclosure as a responsibility of the manager of the 

undertaking. Corrupt procedures, the exhaustion of public confidence, and thereby the 

degradation of the whole concept of spaceflight will be prevented by requiring official scrutiny 

and state control.  

  Since there have always been people who will risk anything in the expectation of a big 

profit (e.g., foenus nauticum)59 it is not impossible that a space shipper might find some 

“bottomry creditors” (Secs. 679 et seq. of the Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, or HGB),60 

that is creditors who, with their loan plus a bonus, will get an interest only in articles returned to 

 
57 Strafgesetzbuch. [Penal Code] Sec. 315 is quoted at note 62, above; Sec. 316 is quoted at note 55, above. 
58 This book, The Possibility of Spaceflight, was edited, as well as partly written by Ley, and is an anthology on 

spaceflight assembled as a publication to generate revenue for the VfR, with chapters by Karl Debus, Franz 

von Hoefft, Walter Hohmann, Willy Ley, Hermann Oberth, Guido von Pirquet, and Friedrich Wilhelm 

Sander. It was published by Hachmeister & Thal in Leipzig in 1928.  
59 Nautical or maritime interest; a high interest rate agreed to be paid for the loan of money to conduct a hazardous 

voyage; also called usura maritima, or maritime usury. 
60 Handelsgesetzbuch [Commercial Code.] Sec. 679 reads: “Bottomry in the sense of the law is a loan business, 

which is undertaken by the shipper such that the creditor’s demands are limited to the pawned items of the deal after 

return of the ship at the destination point of the ship. The conditions under which the shipper may engage in 

bottomry are defined in this commercial code and involve the guarantee of a premium. Items subject to pawning are 

the ship, the freight and the cargo or one or many of these items”. In addition, Sec. 681 reads: “The amount of the 

bottomry premium is left to the involved parties without restriction. […] The premium also includes the interest due 

to the lack of a contradictory regulation”. 
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Earth, that is the spacecraft, in some cases its cargo, and this only in the case of a favorable 

outcome of the spaceflight. Without a doubt a spacecraft that has successfully returned home will 

represent a repayment article of pretty high value – the public auction of which would certainly 

be well attended by collectors of curiosities, by museum administrators, etc. – and the cargo, i.e., 

the entire proceeds of the trip should also not be underestimated. One will, however, have to see 

to it that the use of the scientific results of a spaceflight as loan security does not last too long, 

this in the interest of their publication [27] and general utilization; that is to say the exercise of 

bottomry rights must be linked to a termination date and an unmortgaged interest must be 

allowed to remain with the spacefarer, so that, on one hand, the amenities will be sufficiently 

observed, and on the other the spacefarer will not lose all interest in the publication of his 

personal observations, whereby again the public scientific interest would suffer damage. 

  Since, through the use of bottomry, we have gotten into the realm of maritime law, we 

will want to recommend some protection for a launch-ready spacecraft against the creditors of 

the owner under the provisions of the example in Sec. 482, HGB.61 And, in order that the 

copyright on a spacecraft design can be suitably made use of – as mentioned above this is for the 

most part of immaterial value – an extension of the termination dates in the patent laws is 

recommended. This is because a considerable time will elapse between testing and the first 

launch of a space vehicle, and investors will have to go public early in order to generate the 

necessary funding and to get official approvals. Further space trips will then probably follow 

each other at great time intervals so that a longer period must be guaranteed to the originator in 

order for him to be able to harvest the fruits of his labor (e.g., 30 years as in Sec. 195, BGB.).62 

  As pointed out above, an undertaking of the size and expense of a spaceflight will not 

take place every day; during the entire first blossoming stage, which we will shortly describe, it 

will remain a curiosity. Moreover, widespread attention will be paid to every serious spaceflight 

test as a great attraction – even the launch of unmanned sounding apparatus – and its progress 

will be accompanied by the most widespread inquisitiveness. Thanks to the unusual character 

and notoriety of spacecraft, many regulations applied to other types of transportation law will be 

superfluous in their case. One will, for example, easily be able to exempt the spacefarer from 

observing air traffic regulations during his transit of the atmosphere; that is the right-of-way 

rules, the warning and navigation lighting and landing rules – without issuing any other 

spaceflight rules for them. The procedure and the equipment of each spacecraft will have to be 

exactly thought out in advance, calculated and officially licensed; and, therefore, closed air zones 

or landing prohibitions, limitations on the carrying of photographic or radio apparatus (if, in fact, 

this even occurs to an oversight authority!) all these will be considered together and on them will 

rest the decision on the general [28] permit for the spaceflight itself. Special recognition behavior 

 
61 Handelsgesetzbuch [Commercial Code] Sec. 482 reads: “Compulsory sale by auction of a ship in the course of the 

distraint may not be ordered if a ship is ready for departure (ready to sail). Also, a ship ready to sail may 

not be put under arrest. 

“The regulations are not applicable if the purpose of the impending journey is the cause for the auction or the 

arrest”. 
62 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 195 provides that: “The regular limitation period is thirty years”. 
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and markings for the spacecraft, as well as mandatory logs, would be superfluous. Since a launch 

and landing site would be put to use extremely infrequently – perhaps only once – one can put up 

with environmental effects in granting a flight clearance which would be inadmissible in the case 

of repeated operations.  

  Possible passenger or even cargo transportation contracts will exhibit the character of 

liability-free speculative contracts rather than real production contracts, and accordingly the 

various contract points must be clarified with regard to disputes.   

  The technical possibilities at this stage will not suffice for a trip to a planet, not to 

mention a round trip or tour of several heavenly bodies. Despite this, there will certainly be plans 

for this kind of undertaking, even for missions in which the travel time, considering the shortfall 

in efficiency of available propulsion means, will be fairly long, perhaps years. One will seek to 

overcome the technical deficiencies of the flight equipment such that instead of the shortest and 

quickest straight line connection, Earth to planet, one chooses for a trajectory a “synergy curve”, 

which can be traveled with minimum energy expenditure, and which introduces a long stay 

between the outward and return journeys on the planet that has been reached in order to await 

there favorable lineups of the heavenly bodies, and thus, in the same way one has arrived, to be 

able to return to Earth with comparable economy. The legislature will perhaps consider it to be 

its duty to make provisions in the legal rule for the case in which such a years-long spaceflight is, 

in fact, undertaken in the future. The spacecraft commander will get command authority, and 

even penal power, over his crew. Through insurance arrangements, one will have to provide for 

measures to protect the creditors and the dependents of the spacefarers who are left behind when 

the spacefarer himself – or the absentee guardian he has designated – does not provide for the 

necessities and whenever the satisfaction of creditors, the maintenance of those entitled to it, or 

the raising of children are threatened. In addition, the principle of “missing in space” will be 

introduced following the standard in Sec. 16 of the BGB,63 for the case in which Sec. 17 of the 

BGB64 cannot be [29] used on account of the unknown fate of the vehicle. And the dependents of 

a participant in the spaceflight, who was insured against accident and who has been missing 

together with the spacecraft for a specified period of time, will have a claim on the survivor’s 

accident compensation even before a presumption of death has been issued; according to the 

 
63 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 16 reads “Whoever was present on a vessel which was lost at sea and 

is missing since the vessel was lost may be declared dead one year after the shipwreck. 

“The shipwreck is assumed if the vessel did not arrive at its destination, or if no fixed destination had been 

established, it does not return, and if since the beginning of the trip the following time periods have elapsed: 

- one year for trips in the Baltic Sea, 

- two years for trips within the European seas, including all regions of the Mediterranean Sea, the Black and 

the Azowic [Dead] Sea, 

- three years for trips in non-European seas. 

“If news of the vessel were received the time periods to have been elapsed are counted from the time when the 

vessel left the location from which the news was received”. 
64 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 17 reads: “Whoever under other circumstances than indicated by the 

sections 15, 16 came under danger of life and is since then missing may be declared dead if since the 

occurrence of the event through which the danger to life was caused three years have elapsed”. 
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examples in Secs. 861 et seq., of the BGB,65 the insurance proceeds respecting a spacecraft are 

made payable under the provisions applying to abandonment. As can be seen, many maritime 

usages will be celebrating their resurrection here. 

  Finally, however, the legislator will not be able to avoid the judgment that the public 

interest will require that the growth of spaceflight be promoted to the greatest possible extent in 

order that his own country can keep pace with foreign countries. Indeed, there is obviously an 

apprehension that neglect of spaceflight could be fatal to a country in time of war since one is 

able best to observe and to affect the Earth’s surface from the greatest altitude; military 

considerations will present the most pertinent and most important motive for government support 

of spaceflight, as, in fact, even today the rocket tests of Goddard66 and Mélots67 have evidently 

been undertaken under the sponsorship of the U.S. and French Defense Ministries, respectively. 

The world’s economy anticipates an economic gain in valuable raw materials from the opening 

up of space, from space itself or from areas of the heavenly bodies that are to be taken over. 

Finally, the purely scientific interest in spaceflight also speaks in favor of state support.  

 
65 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 861 reads: “In the following cases the insured is permitted to demand 

the payment of the insured sum in the full amount for the abandonment of the rights he has considering the 

insured article (abandonment): 

1. if the ship is missing; 

2. if the insured article is endangered through: 

 - an embargo of the ship or its goods imposed by a warring power,  

 - halting in another fashion through decree of the authorities, 

 - confiscation by pirates, 

and was not released during a period of six, nine, or twelve months depending on where the capture, the 

halting, or the confiscation happened: 

a. in a European harbor or in a European sea including all harbors or regions of the Mediterranean, the 

Black and the Azowic [Dead] Sea, or 

  b. in another sea, however on this side of Cape of Good Hope and Cape Horn, or 

  c. in a water on the other side of these capes. 
66 Robert H. Goddard was a reclusive, American rocket experimenter who was driven to maintain secrecy about his 

work in the 1920s by a ridiculing press that labeled him the “Moon Man” after the Smithsonian Institution 

published a 1919 research report on his work in 1920. Goddard was funded for a limited amount of 

research by the US Government at various intervals, but in the latter 1920s financial support came from the 

Smithsonian Institution and the Carnegie Foundation; in the 1930s, Goddard’s dominant source of research 

funding was the Guggenheim Foundation in New York. Both the US Army and the US Navy repeatedly 

denied requests for funds between 1925 and 1940. Only the Second World War rekindled US military 

interest in his research. Because Goddard was reclusive about his experimentation, many assumed he was 

doing secret work for the War Department in the latter 1920s and the 1930s, but it was not so. 

See Durant, F. C., “Robert H. Goddard and the Smithsonian Institution”, in Durant and James (eds.) First Steps 

Toward Space 57, 63-64, AAS History Series, Vol. 6, Univelt, Inc., San Diego, 1985. 
67 Henri F. Mélot experimented with a pulse rocket concept to be applied to aircraft from 1918 to 1920, and was 

known to return to his experiments later in the 1920s. Willy Ley recounts that “There were numerous 

speculations at that time [in the 1920s] as to the reason for no further and impressive news from Mélot. 

These speculations ranged from a suspicion of plain failure to an assertion of marvelous success with a 

resulting purchase by the French War Ministry and inevitable military secrecy. The actual explanation of 

the great mystery is quite simple: there was no reason to replace the well-known and steadily improving 

internal-combustion engine with a new and insufficiently tested device”. Apparently, Mandl heard some of 

the speculation. Ley, W., Rockets, Missiles, and Men in Space 510, Signet Books, New York, 1968. 
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  Thus, spaceflight will be elevated to the preferred legal status of an undertaking having 

benefit to the public. Grants will be awarded to it by the state, of course, using official 

governmental supervision of the project being supported. If the participation of public resources 

should make up an important increment of the total capital outlay, then one will fall back on the 

mixed private and public form of project organization so that the interaction between each type 

of enterprise proceeds smoothly. In each case, one will simplify the provision of funding for 

spaceflight undertakings that are sponsored by the state and will exempt the necessary processes 

from fees and so forth. Public authorities will, in [30] addition, make available observatories, test 

facilities, and, if necessary, military personnel, military reservations, etc. and will permit 

priorities on the use of rail, telephone, telegraph and similar facilities. 

  As a further privilege, spaceflight will get the right, by means of expropriation for its 

own purposes, to put to use real estate owned by others as launch and landing areas, propellant 

plants and other installations, in which the expropriation secures only a time constrained right of 

use, whatever is required for the execution of the project, and thereafter the free power of 

discretion of the expropriated will be reinstated.   

  The rights of a property owner respecting the superjacent air zone will suffer a new 

restriction compared to Sec. 905, sentence 2. BGB,68 or Para. 1 of the Air Commerce Act of 

1 August 1922,69 in this case, to be sure, of smaller significance quantitatively since spaceflight 

traffic will be exceptionally infrequent, but qualitatively of even greater impact because the 

effects on the environment of a spacecraft in flight will probably be very serious through the 

generation of gases, the heat, smoke, noise, overpressures, etc. Indeed, these nuisances already 

will have been taken into account in connection with the official clearance for a spaceflight. In 

addition, the spacefarer will be unconditionally responsible for all damage, and one will seek to 

avoid damage as far as possible by timely announcement of the direction of the imminent 

launch, as well as the prospective landing area (by public notice or also individually to each of 

the affected users of the Earth's surface). Considering these expedients, one will want then to 

include in the future space traffic law a paragraph which will have the following or similar 

language: “The owner or user of real property may not prohibit an action which originates from 

an officially licensed spaceflight project to the extent that his property is not as a result of the 

action continuously removed from that use which is habitual for property of this type according 

to local conditions, or to the extent that, in the course of the official licensing negotiations, the 

action was taken into account [31] and/or not asserted by the owner (user) of the property”. To 

this paragraph, one will add an emergency landing paragraph in the meaning of Sec. 12 of the 

 
68 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 905, sentence 2, reads: “The owner, however, cannot forbid actions 

which are undertaken at an altitude or at a depth such that he has no interest in excluding them”. 
69 Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 1, reads: “The use of the airspace is free, in so far as it is not limited 

by this law and the stipulations defined for its execution. 

“Aircraft in the sense of this law are airships, airplanes, balloons, kites, and similar craft used for movement in the 

airspace”. 
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Air Commerce Law,70 that is that the person entitled to damages in case of an emergency 

landing may not prevent the removal of the space vehicle which has landed; in addition, a 

general rescue and salvage obligation will be enacted for those cases in which a space vehicle 

experiences an emergency, with, of course, a claim to rescue and salvage compensation.  

  In order to match up the individual provisions of space law as accurately as possible with 

the circumstances of the case, one will always have to consider and legally differentiate: (1) 

whether an unmanned or a manned spacecraft is in question, (2) whether explosive or 

inflammable materials or high voltage electricity are used or only harmless drive systems are 

used (e.g., the centrifugal force of the giant wheel of Drouet), (3) whether the spacecraft is 

equipped with its own propulsion or is accelerated by means of cannon and/or catapults, and (4) 

whether distant trajectories – to other heavenly bodies – are to be traversed or only nearer-in 

routes (inland navigation). 

 

 

II.  The International Law  [31] 

 

With the rise of spaceflight the question will be presented for the first time to the international 

lawyer as to how far up the area of sovereignty of a state extends – that same question that we 

thought had already been permanently burned out of the doctrine and finally decided in favor of 

an unlimited altitude for air sovereignty. As is known, contemporary international law is in 

general agreement that sovereignty belongs to every state over the zones which are superjacent to 

the national soil without the specification of any kind of upper boundary; state sovereignty must, 

however, certainly have some kind of limit, it cannot reach into infinity. But at what distance 

from the Earth’s surface is this boundary located? 

  The assertion of sovereignty under international law applies only to the zone of the air, 

that is the atmosphere, (l'espace atmospherique, Article 1 of the Paris Convention of 13 October 

1919); one had neither the motivation nor the intention to award to states any rights which reach 

any further upward. Where air space ends, there at the same time ends that zone of sovereignty 

above the territory which states have mutually recognized by treaty and custom. 

  This limitation of sovereignty in space has a deeper significance than just the fact [32] 

that it was formerly not practical to regulate legal relationships above the air layer. Each state 

exercises its exclusive sovereignty above the Earth’s surface including its coastal waters, because 

the superjacent atmosphere belongs to the Earth and is indispensable to its life in such a way, and 

serves the wants of the citizenry to such a degree, that one can really consider these atmospheric 

 
70 Luftverkehrsgesetz [Air Commerce Act] Sec. 12 reads: “Aircraft are permitted, except in an emergency, to land at 

airports, and outside closed communities only on non-enclosed real property or on the surface of water. For 

individual regions, real property or water surface landing can be prohibited. 

“The crew is obligated to provide personal information to the authorities regarding the owner and the pilot of the 

aircraft. After identification of the personalities the authorities may not prevent the continuation of the 

flight or the transport of the aircraft”. 
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zones an appurtenance under civil law (Para. 97, BGB),71 and we cannot adopt the theory that the 

air right is to be viewed as a private property right by assigning to this surface appurtenance 

attribute of the atmosphere the status of a presumption of such a right, somewhat in the same 

manner in which a real estate owner has as his own, under the provisions of Para. 905, BGB,72 

the superjacent air space as an appurtenance to his property. This is because the hypothesis of 

appurtenance in the case of the establishment of the concept of air rights is not a right under civil 

law, not at all a general right, but is here only an expression of a real relationship between the 

atmosphere and the Earth surface. And really, in the last analysis, all theories on the 

establishment of a concept of air rights go quite beyond considerations of appurtenance. The 

necessity for air sovereignty is solely and alone founded upon some kind of a connection of the 

airspace to the Earth’s surface; e.g., because of the indispensability of the atmosphere to life, 

because of the possibility of threatening national territory from above, and the like, the 

sovereignty over the land constitutes a basis for the sovereignty over the air. It occurs to nobody 

to grant to a state sovereignty over airspaces which are located above another state, or above an 

unclaimed territory, and hardly any state will lay claim to an airspace without the subjacent Earth 

surface. Air space is not an independent state territory; it is only qualified as an object of 

sovereignty as an appurtenance to the subjacent Earth surface, and when it appears desirable as a 

showplace in which to demonstrate sovereignty. 

  This quality of appurtenance ends with the atmosphere, because only a space filled in 

with air is in the kind of close connection to life on the surface of the Earth so that one can 

properly consider such a space to be a natural appurtenance of this surface. A division into air 

layers according to those necessary to life and those which are not is inadmissible, because 

without the upper air zone the lower one would be quite differently composed as to density, 

constituency, etc., than it really is, and constant currents and air mixing between [33] individual 

layers take place; the lower air is constantly being renewed from above. Even zones which one is 

accustomed to designate with the word “stratosphere” which are about the highest existing 

hydrogen zones – according to the Wegener Theory73 – take part in the structuring of the lower 

layers because of their mass and composition such that they belong together with air space and 

come under state sovereignty. From these “Earth coastal spaces” on out, there commences a 

regime which stands in no relation to our globe at all and, therefore, also to any individual part of 

 
71 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 97 reads: “Accessories are movable parts which without being 

elements of the main part are intended to serve the economic purpose of the main part and stand to it in a 

spatial relationship corresponding to its intention. A part is not an accessory if it is not considered an 

accessory in trade. 

“The temporary usage of a part for the economic purpose of another does not constitute the characteristic of 

accessories. The temporary separation of an accessory part from the main part does not invalidate the 

characteristic of accessories”. 
72 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [Civil Code] Sec. 905 is quoted at note 33, above. 
73 Alfred Lothar Wegener (1880-1930), a German geophysicist, most famous for his introduction of the geological 

theory of continental drift in 1912, had postulated in 1911 certain meteorological theories involving clouds 

and the rapid growth of ice crystals in super-cooled water clouds. It is to this meteorological work that 

Mandl refers. Wegener’s theories led to later understanding of and experimentation with the practices of 

rain stimulation through the “seeding” of clouds. 
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the Earth’s surface, which is no longer earth-appurtenant and is, therefore, free of the jurisdiction 

of any earthly state, coelum liberum.74 In this regime spacecraft traffic is completely free.  

  It is extremely improbable during the time which we are discussing that the states of the 

Earth would be likely to undertake by treaty the division of unclaimed areas in space (or of the 

individual heavenly bodies) into so-called spheres of interest, that is, into areas in which this or 

that contracting party would be solely authorized as occupier. This is because under the state of 

the art in spaceflight technology it is evident that the occupation, that is the effective assumption 

of authority over a reserved space area, still remains infeasible. Rather than this, one will adopt 

into the provisions of international law a regulation that during passage through non-sovereign 

zones occurrences onboard a spacecraft are to be adjudicated according to the laws of that state 

to which the spacecraft belongs, and for the nationality of the spacecraft, the nationality of the 

owner or of the majority of partners will probably be determinative (mobilia sequuntur personam 

domini,75 Arts. 6, 7 of the Paris Convention of October 13, 1919). The rarity of spacecraft and 

the limited number of flights each spacecraft will undertake, will make unnecessary the 

designation of a home port; the possibility of determining nationality by home port does not 

exist. 

  The erection of some kinds of stations in space, or artificial moons, will also remain 

reserved for the distant future because of technological considerations, so that international 

administration of such spaceflight resources, in order to supervise its free utilization, [34] will 

likewise not yet come into consideration. If in a spaceflight project the launch and landing sites 

are in different states, then the two states must come to an understanding concerning the permits 

for the project, in which the necessary crossing of the customs border certainly will be taken into 

account. Those arguments which speak for an extension of the term of protection under domestic 

patent law in the case of spaceflight patents – that is the necessity for early disclosure of designs 

for the purpose of raising funds and the requirement for a long time period before application – 

these will also be of importance in connection with international patent protection. 

  For his part, Bynkershoek (quaest. jur. publ. V, 1)76 has explained, in connection with the 

means which a war-maker may employ against his opponent “in hostes qua hostes, omnia 

licet”,77 i.e., in war everything is permitted; such an international law “regulation” will certainly 

be expanded to cover spacecraft and these will be integrated into the normal war resources 

without anyone seriously thinking that the employment of spacecraft in warfare is to be 

excluded. For a time, space vehicles will be used exclusively as an auxiliary to land, sea, or air 

warfare without forming an independent weapon system, because the manufacturer of military 

space vehicles in a larger number, with those resources which are available, will either not be 

feasible at all or, with such an outlay of funds, it will not be at all cost-effective for the planned 

result. Indeed, spacecraft will only be steerable to a limited extent, their courses will only be able 

 
74 Free heaven or the open sky. 
75 Movables (possessions) follow the person of the master [in law]. 
76 Cornelius van Bynkershoek (1673-1743) was a Dutch jurist and prolific writer of jurisprudence. His multi-volume 

Quaestiones Juris Publici [Questions of Common Law] referred to here by Mandl, was published in 1737. 
77 Against enemies, as enemies, everything is allowed. 
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to be determined after lengthy calculations, and as a result the weapon’s accuracy will remain 

rather limited. Therefore, it will also not come to battles between space vehicles, they will more 

likely be used experimentally and infrequently to create the greatest possible strike effect on 

account of their tremendous attack velocity, or to threaten the most remote localities (the 

antipodes). The rules of land, sea or air warfare will be binding on spacecraft according to their 

allocation for the support of ground forces, or sea or air formations. By the way, it should be 

noted that space – as in the case of any area not subject to state sovereignty – would offer itself 

as a theater of war to anyone who wished to use it. 

 

 

III.  The Technological Prerequisites for Space Exploration  [35] 

 

We have designated as the utmost possible achievement in spaceflight at the stage of 

development which we have just described, and the attainment of which we even consider 

possible without any important supplementation of present technological progress, to be a 

circumnavigation of the Moon, whose average distance from us (according to Hansen)78 amounts 

to 384,452 km. With this achievement, no matter how wonderful it may otherwise be, only the 

most limited part of the spaceflight job will have been done. It remains still to examine other 

heavenly bodies close up and, if possible, to visit them. In this case, the solution will be much 

more difficult. For, expressed in millions of kilometers, the closest distance of the planets from 

Earth amounts to the following numbers: Mercury, 80; Venus, 41; Mars, 57; Jupiter, 591; 

Saturn, 1199; Uranus, 2520; and Neptune, 4312 (taken from Henseling, Astronomy for 

Everybody, 1929. p. 57) and for the newly discovered Pluto, about 6,000. To overcome these 

kinds of distances, even when one selects the shortest route, one will require an average velocity 

of more or less 100 km/sec – call it 100 km/sec; in the case of a lower velocity and the 

corresponding longer trip time, the supply of required breathing air and subsistence would make 

the completion of a journey absolutely impossible (Valier, Rocket Travel,79 1930, p. 71 estimates 

for this a total requirement per man/day of twelve kg). This would be particularly true if one, in 

addition, wished to take along – either as part of the plan or as a precaution – air and food for any 

planned period of sojourn on the heavenly body. Considering the lengths of the acceleration 

period and the braking phase, the peak velocity of the machine will then have to considerably 

exceed 100 km/sec, especially during the flight in gravity fields of those planets with gravities 

exceeding that of Earth. 

 
78 Probably refers to the famous German astronomer, Peter Andreas Hansen (1795-1874), whose lunar tables were 

so esteemed that they earned a prize of £1,000 from the British Government, which also published the 

tables. Hansen authored many papers about the determination of the orbits of comets and planets. 
79 Originally published by R. Oldenbourg in Munich as Der Vorstoss in den Weltraum [The Advance into Space] in 

1924, the book went through five printings from 1925 to 1929 with minor changes, but in 1930, the book 

was substantially revised and enlarged and republished by Oldenbourg as Raketenfahrt [Rocket Travel]. 
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  It will seem less absurd to try to reach those kinds of velocities if one considers that, 

according to Eddington,80 the density of the mass distributed in interplanetary space is less than a 

billionth of the density of artificially created vacuums, whereby the cross-sectional resistance is 

equal to zero, and that solid bodies actually move around in space at similar velocities: meteors 

50-100 km/sec, the solar prominences at over 300 km/sec (refer to measurements made on the 

prominence of 15 July 1919).81 In the tails of comets some [36] kind of weak repellent force, 

either solar pressure or an electrical impulse, succeeds in imparting to solid particles a velocity of 

over 50 km/sec. The journey will, with slow acceleration, begin at that speed which we are 

assuming by virtue of the movement of our globe at the moment of lift-off; during the passage 

through the layers of the atmosphere the velocity will not be too greatly increased in order that 

the acceleration loading of the crew will not be excessive, in order that the air resistance does not 

assume too unfavorable a value, and on the other hand, that one does not incur the loss of that 

favorable effect which comes about because the exhaust gases from the thrusters cannot disperse 

due to the atmosphere, but rather pile up behind the rocket and assist in the reaction effect 

through their pressure. After leaving the Earth’s atmosphere, the speed will be gradually 

increased to over 100 km/sec. And on the return, the dense atmosphere will again brake the craft 

in the free fall. 

  Although we consider the solution of the problem of flights to the planets as basically 

possible, we are keenly aware of the extreme difficulty of execution. The building of a spacecraft 

of the performance capability that has just been described lies far outside the area of our current 

capability. Since the ideal engine performance of a rocket (and the reaction principle seems 

today to be the only practical route to the solution of the spaceflight problem) or that terminal 

velocity which the rocket achieves by virtue of the consumption of its entire propellant load, will 

be greater the larger either the ratio of the lift-off mass of the rocket to its final mass or velocity 

of the exhaust gases, so one can achieve an increase in performance only by increasing one or the 

other of these values. On the one hand, there will have to be built equipment of tremendous take-

off weight or, on the other hand, fuels of higher combustion velocity will have to be used. 

Another solution could be found if reaction mass and reaction energy could wholly or partially 

be collected from space in the course of the flight, because then the necessary supply of fuel 

would be constantly renewed and would not have to be entirely carried along. Because the final 

mass of the rocket must be as small as possible, and because that mass which is consumed or 

simply discarded and not ejected [37] as reaction mass during the flight increases this final mass 

 
80 Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington (1882-1944) was a renowned English astronomer and physicist, President of the 

British Royal Astronomical Society from 1921 to 1923; he was knighted about the time Mandl may have 

been writing this monograph, in 1930. Among many other works, Eddington wrote The Interior 

Constitution of the Stars (1926), Stars and Atoms (1927), The Nature of the Physical World (1928), and 

Science and the Unseen World (1929), any or all of which may have been available to Mandl. 
81 Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington, a leading exponent of Einstein’s theory of general relativity, organized an 

expedition to help prove the theory, namely the observation of the bending of light during the 1919 solar 

eclipse. He convinced Walter S. Adams to measure the displacement to the red of the spectral lines of 

Sirius B in 1924, confirming Einstein’s prediction of a gravitational redshift. See Friedman, H., The 

Astronomer’s Universe 115, Ballantine Books, New York 1990. 
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(or dead weight) of the rocket (although only to the moment of consumption or discarding), one 

must construct the spacecraft as light as possible, despite the size and the heavy demands to be 

made upon it, and beyond this it should be made out of a material which would be equal not only 

to the stresses but also great combustion heat and, at the same time, the cold of outer space. The 

current state of mechanical engineering technology does not have sufficient capability for the 

structured demands of planetary flight and today’s chemistry is just as unable to produce the 

suitable structural materials as well as the fuels necessary to produce the required exhaust 

velocity. 

  For comparison purposes, we should make reference here to how, at the end of the 18th 

Century, all of the basic principles of today’s lighter-than-air flight were already known. Charles 

had, in the year 1783, undertaken an ascent with a hydrogen balloon with an air screw,82 and 

Huygens had even designed a solid fuel motor in the year 1680;83 but it was first possible to use 

these earlier produced inventions to put together a practical aerial flight capability only after 

mechanical construction had been raised to unexpected heights in the course of the 19th Century. 

We are of the opinion that the most important basic principles of spaceflight have already been 

discovered, but that it will still be a relatively long time until structural technology will be able to 

realize the planned spaceflight projects and that, meanwhile, the chemist will create the 

necessary structure and propulsion materials. The nature and the directional effect of Earth 

gravity must also be researched. In case gravitation is propagated from the Earth’s center, its 

effect must be minimized by rapid travel in the direction of gravitational propagation; on the 

other hand, the most tremendous acceleration would be desired on the flight if gravitation, as 

according to Sahulka’s theory, is falling on the Earth like a heavy rain. If gravity has an 

electromagnetic basis, one could perhaps neutralize it by electrical means, etc. In addition, the 

energy yield from the available materials must be greatly improved, first in order to achieve the 

most rapid and complete combustion of [38] the propellant so as to get a high exhaust velocity; 

secondly, to make possible a replenishment of the propellant load from space during the flight 

and, finally, to be able, through the decomposition of cheaper raw materials, to defray the cost of 

the enormous energy requirement in spaceflight undertakings to an economic manner, because 

spaceflight can succeed to its fullest development only as an economic means of transport.  

  From these considerations it is clear how minimally advanced our natural sciences are to 

serve as a base for spaceflight, one problem among many others. So, before we will be able to 

travel in space freely and economically, we will have to go through another epoch of amazing 

progress in physics and chemistry and correspondingly in mechanical engineering technology 

which would be equivalent to that of the 19th Century. 

 

 

  

 
82 Jacques Alexandre César Charles (1746-1823), a French mathematician and physicist, was the first (1783) known 

to attempt ascent in a hydrogen-filled balloon. 
83 Christian Huygens (1629-1695) a Dutch mathematician, mechanician, astronomer, and physicist. 
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IV.  The Effect on Economy and Culture  [38] 

 

Through our foregoing contention – that today’s world has not yet become ready to implement a 

trip to the planets – we have wanted to draw attention to the fact that one must assume a greatly 

advanced state in both the economy and the culture if one wants to get a correct concept of the 

general effects of the exploration of outer space. That epoch which lies between today and the 

day of the first planetary trip, and which must bring with it the mature development of machine 

technology together with all closely related branches of knowledge, will result in an over-

mechanization, that is, a glut of machinery, whether it is of immediate use or not. One must fear 

that machines will choke out all living things and will claim for themselves alone the entire 

world, all available supplies of organic and inorganic raw materials, meadows and fields, groves 

and forests, air and water will have to be sacrificed to the iron gods in order to satisfy their 

demand for structural and operating materials. On the whole globe a similar situation will arise 

as if one today caused an entire industrial area to live cut off from and independent of the rest of 

the world. To be sure, individual thinkers who perceive the threatening danger of self-destruction 

by machines will call for “Back to Nature”, but – as has always been the case – nobody will pay 

any attention to their voices. World history knows no retreat; no one will decide to flee from the 

machines into mutilated nature, there painfully to earn his daily bread as herdsman or farmer. 

The promising [39] development of man’s intellect will also suffer a sudden interruption, 

because, on account of the solution of all current problems in a “patent-full” world, there will 

hardly exist a requirement for any further discoveries and the powers of the intellect will be 

crippled because of the forced leisure time. Likewise, stimuli for further creation will fail in the 

fine arts as well. 

  The exploration of outer space will come like a breath of fresh air, just at the right time to 

bring a deliverance from this oppressive condition, to open up new sources of raw material for 

the economy, to give to machines new applications to make them useful again, and to reawaken 

the powers of the mind lying unused, by the posing of new questions. Space travel will 

consummate a change, a mutation of such a kind which will, as interpreted by H. de Vries (The 

Mutation Theory), signify a milestone in the history of the world; it will not only save highly 

civilized mankind from ruin, but also, beyond this, will facilitate a new rise to even higher stages 

of development. 

  Production sources will find new areas for activity in newly explored space localities or 

celestial bodies from which industry will discover new natural materials to convert or to refine. 

At the same time, a greater requirement will arise for all kinds of equipment since interplanetary 

traffic without a large number of mobile and stationary stock items is unthinkable, not to mention 

that more devices, structures, and the like will be required just to make usable the material and 

scientific acquisitions of spaceflight. This demand will serve to control the crisis which would 

erupt in the world market through the sudden increase in the influx and production of goods. In 

addition, because a migration into space will take place, a certain labor shortage will make itself 

felt so that the position of the working class will be favorably influenced. 
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  All branches of science (not astronomy alone) will be involved in analyzing the newly 

acquired data and many of them will perceive the necessity of organizing a special “cosmic” 

subdivision in their existing classifications. One will establish a special lunar geography, lunar 

geology, lunar botany and the like, if W. H. Pickering’s observations84 are [40] confirmed and, 

likewise, pertaining to the other heavenly bodies. It can hardly be imagined how much scientific 

work will be required until the cosmic disciplines will have examined even half of the flood of 

materials brought back for observation. In this connection many terrestrial questions, e.g., the 

development process in animals and plants, will be thrown into a better light through the new 

specimens discovered, and by traveling the almost endless paths one will come a step closer to 

grasping the concept of infinity, and an understanding of eternity. 

  New landscapes, new illuminations, and new life situations will give the graphic arts an 

inexhaustible supply of subjects, and like the composer who believes he perceives the harmonies 

of the spheres, the painter will strive to give to his picture out of the depths of space a time 

perspective as well, that is, to express the fact that the object portrayed is not in the present, but 

belongs to the most remote past, hundreds of thousands of light years distant. 

  The mechanistic culture, which precedes planetary flight, will have already caused the 

powers of the intellect to flourish many times over. By continuous consideration of spaceflight 

problems and by flight testing, mankind gradually will be psychologically prepared to travel 

through space, free of Earth’s gravity, stripped of the protective atmosphere of Earth, under 

constant cycling of temperature and of velocity, etc. Therefore, one dares hope that man will bear 

the “psychological pressure” of a planetary flight just as well as the physical stress, and that he 

will not fall into confusion of his senses, either on account of the feeling of weightlessness or 

because of the pain of loneliness of unending space; although these feelings will certainly be the 

strongest that have ever before approached the minds of men. Morale will be toughened by the 

experiences of space travel and the powers of the intellect will be increased to their utmost; the 

spacefarer will have to be able to react with the greatest conceivable speed to all his 

observations, even when things of an unheard of nature [41] appear before him; his attention will 

be continually stressed to the limit, his human weaknesses, discomfort, fatigue and fear must be 

driven back by a strong will.  

  A man who has been tempted by this kind of deeply moving feelings, accommodates to 

all life situations; he looks at the world from a lofty viewpoint since he has seen it as a point of 

light from a tremendous distance. He shares his style of looking at life with those around him, 

and the future philosophy which is thereby born truly mirrors the perceptions of the space 

journey: the greatest possible indifference concerning all special interests and all physical pains 

of the individual himself; complete dedication of the ego to the common purpose; and, the 

recognition that cooperation between individuals, and only such cooperation, can bring about the 

 
84 William Henry Pickering (1858-1938) was an American astronomer who devoted a great deal of effort to 

photography and study of the Moon and Mars and believed that he observed snow and vegetation on the 

Moon. He published many articles and books including a series of “Reports on Mars” begun in Popular 

Astronomy in 1914, with No. 43 being issued about the time of Mandl’s research for this monograph, in 

1929. 
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greatest achievement, but also that the highest goal of events still does not lie in an all-achieving 

human community on Earth, but that this is to be looked for still higher in the populating of 

space with the most perfect forms of life and in the harmonic growing of all living things. Since 

other heavenly bodies will be sown from the Earth with the seeds of new life, the globe will be 

elevated again to the center of space, a new geocentrism; but once man has traveled through the 

remote regions of the universe and has seen the position of Earth from other perspectives than 

those which were accessible to the ancients and to the Middle Ages, one will then be led to the 

insight that the Earth indeed represents a starting point for the universal society, a greenhouse for 

the higher life, and is surely not the final purpose of the universe; that the universe does not exist 

for the purpose of having an Earth, as the ancients believed, but rather that, on account of the 

conditions for life that thereby arise, Tellus85 was predestined to populate the cosmos with his 

own race of giants, that, thus, the purpose of the universe remains subordinated to a higher final 

purpose. 

 

 

V.  The Modification of Governmental and Legal Concepts  [41] 

 

As soon as we have succeeded in traveling in space with relative safety and economy, and when 

living conditions on the nearest stars have been explored to some extent, a mobilization of 

Earth’s population will make itself felt, a true emigration from the Earth into the [42] newly 

acquired areas of space will take place, and from these, back down to Earth again. The lives of 

the adventurers, who are attracted by the expectation of quick riches, will be more lively to the 

extent that the bonds of home have already been loosened in this new time by frequent changes 

of residence on Earth itself, and since these space nomads will continue to be beckoned to new 

virgin territory, and spaceflight will bring to maturity increasing improvements, the feeling of 

attachment to a home will retreat even further, and a fall-off in the emigration is not to be 

expected. How are the conditions of these emigrants in the far star-world to be legally judged – 

whether it has to do with occurrences during the flight or on some foreign heavenly body or 

other after the flight?  

  Under the concept of the contemporary state as, legally, an obligatory community, it 

would be inconsistent if a citizen who leaves the state territory would also, as a result, be free 

from all legal connection with the state. If the legal code of any state should contain the 

provision that the rights and duties of a citizen exist only so long as the subject in question is 

located within the state boundaries, such a provision would, in itself, as a contemporary legal 

concept, destroy the character of the state as a legal community and the order of the state as an 

order founded on law. The tie of the individual member to the community in question would be 

 
85 Tellus was the Roman name of Gaea, the Greek goddess (of Earth) who was, according to Hesiod, the first-born 

of Chaos; Tellus (Gaea) was the mother of Uranus (of heaven), Titans, Cyclops, Erinyes and Giants. Thus, 

Mandl’s reference to “a race of giants”.  
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considered only as de facto86 – in no way de jure;87 one would only really designate this as a 

union and absolutely nothing could be said about the state in a contemporary sense of a 

constitutional state or about the establishment of law. In each complex of rules which today 

seeks to lay claim to the dignity of a body of law, that is the legal foundation for the state, it must 

be established that the validity of the rule on the part of the participant in the community cannot 

be unilaterally annulled by, for example, leaving the national territory, but that citizens are 

always legally bound to the state from which they come, until a final severance of this mutual 

relationship takes place. And the conditions of such a severance are also autonomously laid 

down in the appropriate legal rules.  

  It would run particularly counter to today’s legal perceptions if one announced that [43] 

anyone would lose his citizenship solely on account of departure from the country, for such an 

individual of the people of the state is not only a subject of the state but also a component of the 

state personality, he participates in the creation of the state (no state dares to undermine its own 

position of authority within the people’s community by a too precipitous release of the people of 

the state) and he has in return, for his own part, certain rights in the state community. Individuals 

have created states in order to be better protected in the battles of life, and this protective 

association would fail in its conceptual purpose if it would simply expose its members, its 

founders, to the battle for existence. Basically, the loss of citizenship may be grounded only on 

the assumption of the protection of another state, through change in citizenship. Today there is 

no weakening in the quality of this status. Residence in one state or another today – when there 

really is no habitable stateless area – is regarded a reasonable necessity (Hegel, Legal 

Philosophy, Sec. 75: the reasonable rule for a man is to live in a state). Those who hold the right 

to the homeland will be neither deported nor closed out from the country. 

  Now, inasmuch as the adherents of a state must, on account of the concept within the law 

itself, remain subject to it even outside their homeland, they will carry with them on board a 

spaceship the jurisdiction of their homeland even into the most distant space regions, and the 

state regime, that is the locale of interest, and at the same time the object of interest of state 

power, will reach thither. It is very clear, however, that no earthly state will be in a position to 

exercise an organized control over another heavenly body in order to place into effect its laws 

there; the legal control will thus be illusory, and, indeed, not only in that distant region but also 

on the Earth itself, since in the future every disgruntled citizen can avoid the effect of 

compulsion by fleeing to some star or other. And it admits of no doubt that enforcement by an 

organized state power today constitutes the conceptual hallmark of the rule of law; it might also 

remain certain that there are a number of different secondary securities in the law of which some 

will also further exercise an influence on the fugitive (but not all: perhaps the power of tradition 

and of the intrinsic value of the standards, but not the influence of the [44] existing social 

environment and the consciousness of a continuing community); so in the sense of the 

contemporary interpretation, a rule ceases to be a legal rule as soon as it is no longer supported 

 
86 A matter of fact. 
87 A matter of law. 
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by state-organized force (so says Feuerbach:88 “The reality of legal precepts depends […] on the 

possibility of compulsion”) and a state is no longer a constitutional state as soon as its standards 

have no color of law. 

  It is easy to perceive that it will not be possible to maintain the juridical state and legal 

concepts of today as soon as the opening up of space uncovers new, non-sovereign regions for 

the Earth dweller, and that, therefore, the rise of spaceflight will also mean a new epoch in the 

history of both concepts – the state and the law. We want now to examine what modification the 

juridical state and the legal concepts will undergo. 

  After men, who are the people of the state, had been perceived in ancient times and in the 

Middle Ages as the objects of state power, which fully integrated into the state and without any 

rights with regard to it, there were in modern times at least certain limited “freedoms” conceded 

to the citizen in relation to the all-powerful state, and their positions were raised from the relation 

of object to that of an object and a subject relation (Waldecker, General State Theory 502). 

However, as soon as a former state subject is free to separate himself from every kind of state 

power on Earth by leaving the Earth, and with others of like mind to establish a new homeland, 

not only will this newly formed human association, but also the earlier home state, have to be 

juridically considered simply as private associations, which indeed have certain claims on the 

individual, but in which basically he remains in the fullest degree a free man. From this point on 

one can no longer speak of any kind of object relationship of the people in the legal sense, even 

though individual members of the association are really economically bound to the association, 

just as today it occurs to nobody to consider that the members of an open trade association are 

somehow “ruled” by it, although they have responsibility to the association and sometimes are 

entirely dependent on it economically. 

  The dream of the cynics will be fulfilled that state authority might not be binding on [45] 

the prudent, that is, for those who succeed in standing alone in the battle for existence. There will 

be no power of the ruler in the new society – the new state – vis-a-vis the members; both state 

and citizen stand in the simple legal relationship to one another of two equal legal subjects; there 

is no genuine superiority or subordinateness; the legal structure of the future state will lack any 

concept of supreme power. The new state community, although it will perhaps possess self-

sufficiency (Aristotle’s autarchy) towards the outside, will in no way be sovereign internally, that 

is, it will not have the right to determine the legal position of itself vis-a-vis a citizen according 

to its own community will. It will be empowered and obligated exactly like him. The individual 

will achieve a legal recognition of his self-determination. 

  Just as the settled condition of mankind will be lost by the opening up of space, so also 

the new state lacks that connection to the Earth which would be required if one wished to speak 

of a state territory as a basic element of the state. The new corporate body of the state will consist 

 
88 This is a reference to Paul Johann Anselm von Feuerbach (1775-1833) an accomplished German jurist and 

jurisprudential writer. In 1813 he produced a new Penal Code for Bavaria (Strafgesetzbuch für das 

Königreich Bayern, Munich, 1813) which was used as a model for modifications to criminal laws in other 

countries as well. A description of his life and works was written by his son, Ludwig, Leben und Wirken 

Anselm von Feuerbachs, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1852. 
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only of the human element and will be conceptually without physical space; it will require only 

some kind of arena in which to be active without regard to where it finds this sanctuary; it may 

have its seat here today and tomorrow somewhere else. Its citizens may live on the same territory 

with members of another “state” and, thus, merge two states into each other on the same 

location; nevertheless its juridical character remains untouched. This kind of mobility, of extra-

territoriality, or of pervasiveness, would be irreconcilable with the contemporary juridical 

concept of the state, although we ourselves do not shrink today from defining organized nomad 

hordes at times of migration as being states at a low level of development (see Binder, 

Philosophy of Law 520). 

  The unifying force of the new state will be formed solely on the pursuit of common 

goals, and the state will then be differentiated from other goal-oriented associations in any event 

only in that its goals will be somewhat more multilateral by means of which a certain [46] 

closeness to actual primacy will be granted to the association. For jurists, state and any private 

association stand essentially equal. (As examples of this – that a private organization is really 

empowered to exercise the powers of a state – colonial undertakings may serve from the 

“conquistadors” of America up to the African Congo Company.) 

  It is highly probable that the modification process will not stop, but that in the course of 

time first this and then that private association of the same individuals (or primarily the same 

individuals) will take upon itself some of the various functions of today’s state (a home defense 

force, in addition to police, legal, administrative, arbitration groups and the like); if this kind of 

“power splitting” proves successful, in the future one will have to do completely without a 

central organization and, as a result, dispense with the image of the contemporary state (a similar 

decentralization existed in medieval states, where there existed several independent powers of a 

public character; feudalized royal councils, all kinds of independent jurisdictions, immunities, 

privileged cities, and the like). 

  Law in the contemporary sense must conceptually, according to the basis of its validity, 

be founded on some kind of state organization, and its enforcement must be guaranteed by this 

same organization (consider, on the other hand, canon law as an example of stateless law under 

the older concept); Sauer, Textbook of Legal and Social Philosophy 196, shows both as parallel 

concepts. This kind of relationship to the state will be lacking in the law of the age of spaceflight. 

  A legal rule in that epoch will no longer be created by the unilateral act of a sovereign 

state, it will be more and more freely agreed to – expressly or tacitly by practice – between the 

participants. Consequently, the law will be really fractionated among the usual rules of 

behavioral procedure of the association, its practices, etiquette, etc.; indeed, if one would wish to 

append a particular law onto the association rules, then one will have to refer back to the 

pertinent material criterion; one will have to select among all the private combinations some 

association or other which, as a result of the type and extent of its purposes, occupies a primacy 

similar to a state; and one will announce as “law” the conditions of the [47] contractual 

relationship between the fairly randomly selected association and its members; that behavior 
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which is in conformity with the applicable contract provision (= statutory provision), one will 

want to label as just, lawful, and the like. 

  The selection of a “governmental” or “legal” association, of course, assumes that a 

private association will absolutely rise to the status of primacy based on the range of its 

operations. On the other hand, if the tasks of today’s state are split up almost equally among 

several corporate bodies, then one will have no rationale to dominate with the word “law” the 

relationship of the membership with any of these several successors to the state, and one will 

have to treat all standards of associative behavior equally. Then the contemporary state and the 

contemporary law will search in vain for any kinship to its manifestations among these new ways 

of life.  

  One dares not believe that, lacking a supreme state authority, the fulfillment of 

obligations under the new “law” will be guaranteed only through unorganized social pressure, 

through the force of tradition, of example, through a wish not to attract attention, through 

etiquette and the like; in each contractual relationship guarantees can be provided, whereby 

certainly the inducement to performance must take place by the party to the contract himself out 

of his own resources (to which, in fact, the other party has already consented in assenting to the 

contract!) If there is an obvious concern that the powerful association will not carry out its 

obligations with respect to the weaker individual (apart from the fact that its behavior will be 

condemned by public opinion and will, therefore, result in the penalty of social pressure), then 

the individual can defend his interests by entry into a special protective association. Of a similar 

protective character will also be those corporate bodies that will penalize any damage or threat to 

their members, just as today’s penal justice and police pursue for their participants against 

anyone from outside; an offense within, that is one in the relationship of each community to its 

members, or that between them with respect for each other, will be covered as a breach of 

contract with contractual penalties, which in no way need to be solely of a property rights 

character; for already today organizations are accustomed to exercise an inner disciplinary power 

with consequences for one’s reputation. 

  If we want possibly to picture to ourselves what aspect legal relationships will really [48] 

present in the spaceflight era, contemporary international law offers itself as a reference for 

comparison! It is not established by a superior organization but is rather freely agreed to between 

equal entities. Similarly, international law rarely depends on any political state, since the 

international law communities are only cooperative, like special objective associations (see 

Liszt-Fleischmann, International Law 8) which in no way possesses a territorial impenetrability; 

since several such associations have been agreed to for varying purposes among the same 

principles (or partially the same). Accordingly, then, several special purpose associations are 

located in the same territory and yet the content of the associations’ agreements belong in each 

case to international “law”. Such international special purpose associations are, for example, 

communities for the promotion of trade, for assistance in law enforcement, for protection of life 

and of the well-being of fauna and flora, intellectual property, of humanitarian and religious 

interests, of workers, for opposition to slavery and prostitution, and the like, in which arbitration 
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courts are frequently set up to resolve differences of views. Nevertheless, if international legal 

obligations were not voluntarily carried out, so in the last analysis injured parties must resort to 

self-help. 

  We are used to saying that international law stands on a lower level of development than 

national law; however, we are of the opinion that international law illustrates a “free law” of the 

future. Others absolutely deny to international law every legal quality, or call it an “anarchical 

law” (thus Jellinek, General State Theory 379, 1929). These people must, as a consequence, also 

deny the color of law to the law of that future time in which spaceflight, by opening up infinitely 

larger, stateless and yet inhabitable areas of the universe, will have destroyed every state 

affiliation, as well as all state power. Thereby, the opening up of space will be a detriment not 

only for the how but also for the whether of the law, and the term space law will signify not only 

a complex of principles newly installed in the previous law, but also, finally, a manifestation 

different in substance from contemporary jurisprudence.  

 

 

* * * 
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Chapter 4.  Concluding Remarks 
 

 

 

Probably because of the lack of availability of the text of Mandl’s work, relatively little 

interpretation, analysis or projection of Mandl’s ideas can be found in today’s space legal 

literature. Mandl was clearly a man of genius. He died at the relatively young age of 41, having 

done and produced more work in his lifetime than many could accomplish in twice his life’s 

span. Mandl was clearly no captive of historical thought nor a champion of bureaucracy. Mandl 

dared to think and to write that the future of humankind will be as different from our present 

existence as we can imagine, and maybe even more different than that.  

  Mandl’s extrapolation of future relations among humans in a different society and 

relations between them and their institutions, is a speculative, visionary, courageous and 

philosophical piece of writing. This young lawyer, engineer, pilot, professor, inventor, was also a 

remarkable philosopher. His work deserves more study than it has received.  Mandl’s writing 

will repay any serious effort devoted to its study with many rewards. 

  According to tradition,89 the 1932 publication of Mandl’s monograph was in limited 

numbers (about 200) and may have been totally financed by Mandl. Despite its offer for sale in 

the United States,90 the devastating destruction of major cities and libraries during the Second 

World War in Europe certainly contributed to the modern rareness of Mandl’s texts. With this 

publication, we hope that students of space law at all stages of their careers will note and learn 

from Mandl’s sage writings. 

  Mandl accurately predicted that “military considerations will present the most pertinent 

and most important motive for government support of spaceflight”; but he also recognized that 

“the purely scientific interest in spaceflight also speaks in favor of state support”. Thus, Mandl 

concluded, spaceflight would be elevated to the status of an undertaking having benefit for the 

public. 

  Once governments would have become involved in the sponsorship of spaceflight 

activities, Mandl could foresee that numerous substantial benefits would accrue to the program, 

including: 

- availability of public grants; 

- official governmental supervision of projects; 

 
89 There are still active in Central and Eastern European academic and legal communities’ scholars and writers who 

either knew Mandl or knew of his work in his lifetime. They have orally communicated various traditions 

about his life and works during meetings of the International Institute of Space Law. 
90 During the latter half of the 1930s Mandl’s book was advertised for sale, in the original German language text, by 

the American Rocket Society through its Bulletin, which was sometimes titled Astronautics, and later titled 

Jet Propulsion. 
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- important increments of capital outlays; 

- new public/private organizational structures; 

- exemption from fees and taxes; and 

- use of public facilities and utilities. 

 

Although Germany and the USSR had consistent military rocket programs supported by their 

governments from the early 1930s forward, the United States did not have a sustained, 

governmentally funded program until after 1938.91 In time, civilian space programs were created 

and dedicated to non-defense uses of astronautics, such as space science and exploration. It 

would be a quarter of a century after Mandl’s observations on the value and utility of 

government involvement before the creation of the first civilian national space agency to direct 

and manage rocket and spaceflight development. This occurred with the creation of the US 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1958.92 

 Imaginative essayists and explorers of thought like Vladimir Mandl, the visionary 

stimulators of new ways to see, to think about, and to do things, are extremely rare. The world 

and the science of jurisprudence are in Vladimir Mandl’s debt. He laid a strong and broad 

foundation for space law concepts and pointed to the future with remarkable prescience and 

clarity. It is not surprising that many around him could not even comprehend his discussion 

because it was so removed from the routine of their daily lives. 

 

 

* * * 

 
91 See Malina, F. J., “On the GALCIT Research Project, 1936-1938”, in Durant and James (eds.), First Steps 

Toward Space, AAS History Series, vol. 6, published for the American Astronautical Society by Univelt, 

P.O. Box 28130, San Diego CA 92128, at p. 113. 
92 See the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 426). 
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